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Abstract 
Supra-Characteristic-Frequency Response in Gerbil Auditory Nerve Frequency Tuning Curves 
Stanley Huang 
 
Sound arriving at the ear causes the vibration of the sensory tissues, including the basilar 
membrane (BM), inside the cochlea and, in turn, leads to inner hair cell excitation and auditory 
nerve fiber (ANF) responses.  The goal of this study is to better understand the mechanics of 
inner hair cell excitation which leads to hearing. 
BM motion and ANF tuning are generally very similar, but the ANF had appeared to be 
unresponsive to a plateau mode of BM motion that occurs at frequencies above an ANF’s 
characteristic frequency (CF).  We recorded ANF responses from the gerbil, concentrating on 
this supra-CF region.  We observed a supra-CF plateau in ANF responses at high stimulus level, 
indicating that the plateau mode of BM motion can be excitatory.  Quantitative aspects of our 
findings suggest that the differential longitudinal motion that occurs within the traveling wave 
but not the plateau mode increases the sensitivity of inner hair cell excitation.  The main findings 
of this study include 
 The detection of the plateau threshold within the supra-CF region of the ANF tuning curve. 
 A larger BM motion was necessary for an ANF to reach a threshold response within the 
plateau region than the traveling wave region, based on the previous lack of ANF plateau 
threshold detection and a comparison to the BM plateau levels in the literature.  
Stimuli used in this study, even though unnaturally high in level, advanced our 
understanding of cochlear mechanics.  However, at high sound pressure levels used, the middle 
ear generated subharmonic distortions that could produce confounding effects in the plateau 
responses.  Hence, we also characterized the subharmonics and were able to rule out the 
possibility that they were solely responsible for the plateau responses we observed. 
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1. Background and Introduction 
 
There are wide variations in the cochlear anatomy and physiology between mammals, birds, 
reptiles and amphibians.  This study applies only to the mammalian cochlea.  We use gerbil as 
our animal model.  Gerbils’ hearing range spans approximately from 100 Hz to 50 kHz.  In 
comparison, the human ear can detect 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The gerbil model has been used 
extensively in the hearing research because a gerbil cochlea is readily accessible surgically and 
its similarity to the human cochlea allows comparisons and possible translational significance. 
Sound pressure is expressed as sound pressure level and is measured in units of dB SPL. 
Sound pressure level is defined as 20Log10(sound pressure / 20 micropascal).  A sound pressure 
level of 0 dB SPL is close to the threshold of human hearing while the painfully loud sound that 
can be produced at a rock concert or by a jet engine is ~ 120 dB SPL.  A normal conversation is 
around 60 dB SPL. 
 
1.1 Significance  
 
In addition to more severe auditory disorders, approximately 15 percent of Americans between 
ages 20 to 69 have high-frequency hearing loss.  One in three Americans over the age of 60 and 
half of those older than 80 suffer from age-related hearing loss. (NIDCD)  Current treatments for 




more effective pharmacological, surgical and engineering interventions would benefit from 
research to improve our basic understanding of how the ear functions.  In order to treat auditory 
ailments in the context of medicine or to understand hearing as a biological sensory system in the 
context of science, comprehension of cochlear mechanics is crucial.  
The ultimate goal of this study is to gain a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms 
of hearing.  Questions that are central to this topic include how hearing is accomplished 
mechanically and how signal transduction occurs through a series of events inside the cochlea. 
 




A mammalian ear consists of the outer, middle and inner ear. The outer ear collects sound from 
the environment and channels it into the middle ear.  The middle ear consists of the ear drum or 
tympanic membrane and the ossicles, which are a set of three small interconnecting bones (the 
malleus, incus and stapes).  Sound is a mechanical compression wave traveling in the form of air 
particle condensation and rarefaction.  As sound reaches the ear drum, the pressure variation in 
the air causes the ear drum to vibrate; the magnitude of ear drum vibration depends on the sound 
pressure.  Vibrations of the ear drum travel down the ossicles causing the stapes and stapes 




inner ear. The auditory part of the inner ear is the cochlea.  The gerbil middle ear has a roughly 
flat frequency response throughout its hearing range and transmits the air-borne sound pressure 
into the fluid inside the cochlea, with high fidelity (Olson, 1998; Dong and Olson, 2006). 
 
 
Figure 1.  Overview of the human ear.  
(Adapted from Chittka and Brockmann (2005), vectorized by Inductiveload for 
Wikipedia.) 
 
The cochlea is a fluid-filled spiral tube.  The basilar membrane (BM) and the Reissner’s 
membrane run from the base towards the end of the apex of the cochlea, dividing the interior of 




The Reissner’s membrane is thin and flexible, and only provides a physical barrier between the 
fluid in the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani.  The Reissner’s membrane is not a contributor 
to the mechanics of the cochlea (Peterson and Bogert, 1950). The BM is a fibrous membrane that 
is narrow and stiff near the base and gradually widens and gains flexibility near the apex.    
The main sensory tissue in the cochlea is the organ of Corti.  It resides on the BM.  Other 
than various types of supporting cells, such as Dieters cells and the pillar cells, it also contains 
one row of inner hair cells and three rows of outer hair cells.  The hair cells have stereocilia that 
extend out from the reticular lamina, a rigid surface under which the hair cell bodies are firmly 
attached.  The tectorial membrane is a gelatinous structure suspended in the endolymph above 
and parallel to the reticular lamina.  The entire complex but flexible structure that includes the 
sensory cells, tectorial membrane and BM is known as the organ of Corti complex.  The organ of 
Corti complex and scala media together are called the cochlear partition.   Mechanical properties 








Figure 2.  (A) A cross section of a gerbil cochlea, (B) an enlarged view of the basal turn.  
IHC: inner hair cell.  OHC: outer hair cell.  TM: tectorial membrane.  ST: scala tympani.  SV: scala vestibuli.  
SM: scala media.  Adapted from (Dong and Olson, 2009). 
 
The scala vestibuli and the scala tympani join via the helicotrema, at the apex of the 
cochlea.  Because of the helicotrema, the fluid in the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani has the 
same ionic composition.  The fluid in the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani is called 
perilymph, which has a high sodium and low potassium concentration, similar to extracellular 
fluid.  The fluid in the scala media, called endolymph, on the other hand, has a high potassium 
and low sodium concentration.   Endolymph’s ionic composition is very unusual as an 




voltage of the scala media is known as the endocochlear potential.  Endolymph and the 
endocochlear potential are produced and actively maintained by active ion pumps in the stria 
vascularis, a vascular cellular network on the bony wall of the scala media.  The top of the hair 
cells are bathed in the positively-charged endolymph while the rest of the hair cells are in contact 
with perilymph.  The result is that a voltage gradient is developed across the hair cell and the 






Figure 3.  Schematic of the organ of Corti.  Adapted from (Kiang, 1984) 
Colored in dark blue are a single row of inner hair cells and three rows of outer 
hair cells.  Colored in green are auditory nerve fibers that innervate the hair 
cells.  The tectorial membrane is colored in light blue and is partially removed in 
this rendering in order to reveal the stereocilia within the reticular lamina. The 
outer hair cell stereocilia are attached to the tectorial membrane, whereas the 
inner hair cell stereocilia are not attached.  
 
There are many structural differences between the out hair cell and the inner hair cell.  
The outer hair cell stereocilia are attached to the tectorial membrane whereas the inner hair cell 
stereocilia are not attached and deflect freely in the endolymph.  (The pseudo-3D rendering in 
Figure 3 does not show the attachment.)  The inner hair cells are flask shaped and securely 
imbedded in the organ of Corti.  The outer hair cells on the other hand are cylindrical and 




via 10 to 20 afferent fibers of the VIIIth cranial nerve; the outer hair cells are contacted by both 
afferent and efferent nerve fibers, but predominantly efferent nerve fibers.  The outer hair cells 
also have motor proteins, actin in the stereocilia and prestin in the membrane of the cell body, 
both of which can generate force.  (Lim, 1980; Pickles and Corey, 1992; Fettiplace and Hackney, 




Sound is coupled into the fluid inside the cochlea through stapes’ piston motion.  The sound 
wave in the air is transmitted into the perilymph in the scala vestibuli via the stapes footplate 
vibrations.  As an approximation, bulk fluid is incompressible.  The fluid mass that has been 
displaced by the stapes must be relieved by the same amount at the round window; as the stapes 
plunges in, the round window membrane bulges out (Von Békésy, 1960; Voss et al., 1996). 
Stapes vibration at the base of the cochlea produces fluidic pressure variations inside the 
cochlea.  Pressure differences across the cochlear partition displace the cochlear partition and 
concurrently launch a displacement wave on the cochlear partition that travels away from the 






Figure 4.  Schematics of an uncoiled cochlea, showing a snap shot of the 
basilar membrane (BM) displacement traveling wave at one point in time.  
 (top) a high frequency 
stimulus tone causing the 
BM vibration to peak at a 
basal location,  
 
(middle) a medium 
frequency stimulus tone 
causing a peak at a middle 
location and  
 
(bottom) a low frequency 
stimulus tone causing a 




This traveling wave propagates along the cochlear partition quickly in the beginning in 
the region where the cochlear partition is narrow and stiff.  As the cochlear partition becomes 
wider and more flexible, the traveling wave slows down.  Along the way, the traveling wave 
decreases in wavelength and increases in amplitude, dictated by conservation of energy.  For a 
given input frequency, the traveling wave eventually reaches a location where the cochlear 
partition vibrates with maximum amplitude.  This location where the cochlear partition motion 
peaks is called the best place; the input frequency is called the best frequency. 
The best frequency of a given location on the cochlear partition corresponds to the 




differences in their definitions.  (The CF is the frequency at which the sound level needed to 
attain the ANF threshold is a minimum.) 
After von Bekesy first observed the traveling wave in cadaveric cochlea, various 
mechanical models had been formulated to describe the traveling wave (Peterson and Bogert, 
1950; Von Békésy, 1960; Siebert, 1973; Schroeder, 1975; Taber and Steele, 1981). Each cross 
section of the cochlear partition can be modeled as a spring and a mass.  The mass is 
approximately constant throughout the length of the cochlea; the spring starts stiff near the base 
and gradually becomes less stiff towards the apex.  The net fluid pressure across the cochlear 
partition is the driving force that pushes the mass and the restoring force sets off a vibration.  
Because the stiffness and the mass are different in each cross section, their combined motion-
impeding influence also varies.  For a given input frequency, there is a cross section, the best 
place, where the motion is the largest.  The traveling wave propagates quickly in the beginning 
near the base through the stiffness-dominant sections where the motion is small and little 
acoustic energy is absorbed.  The motion becomes larger and more energy is absorbed towards 
the best place.  The change in motion and energy absorption can be explained with a mechanical 
model in which the stiffness or the spring impedance decreases towards the base of the cochlea. 
At the same time, the traveling wave slows down.  Most of the energy is absorbed near the best 
place.   
Beyond the best place, the traveling wave diminishes drastically to a negligible level.  
However, the cochlear geometry is not so simple that this traveling wave is the only mode that 
exists.  (Peterson and Bogert, 1950; Steele and Lim, 1999; Watts, 2000) Steele’s 3D model 




second mode of propagating wave that has not been empirically observed (Steele, 1999). 
Auditory nerve studies based on click stimuli revealed that modes other than the classic BM 
traveling wave are present, but these modes had not been observed in the BM motion (Lin and 
Guinan, 2000, 2004; Guinan et al., 2005). 
There are other modes of pressure and motion.  One mode is a fast-propagating and 
compressive pressure that is almost uniform throughout the cochlea; this mode of pressure is the 
same across the cochlear partition and gives rise to very small motions, because cochlear fluids 
and structures are nearly incompressible.  An evanescent mode of pressure and motion also 
exists; it becomes dominant only when the traveling wave is greatly diminished beyond the best 
place (Watts, 2000). In the region that is more apical than the best place of a BM traveling wave, 
the cochlear partition motion is much smaller than that of the best place, but is not zero.  The 
cochlear partition in this region moves up and down linearly with the input drive.  This motion is 
in phase with the input and has a plateau-like appearance.  The motion plateau is evident in vivo 
in the fluid pressure (Olson, 2001) and the BM motion (Cooper and Rhode, 1996; Narayan et al., 
1998; Ruggero et al., 2000; Ren and Nuttall, 2001; Rhode, 2005; Dong and Cooper, 2006; de La 
Rochefoucauld and Olson, 2007; Rhode, 2007).  No definite explanation is known (Steele et al., 
2009).  The evanescent mode which exists mathematically in Watt’s model is likely the cause of 
the plateau motion.  Asymmetry in the cochlea and the compression mode combined might have 
produced the motion plateau as well (Lighthill, 1981; Yoon et al., 2011). 
Not all modes could eventually lead to hair cell excitation.  For instance, because fluid is 
nearly incompressible, the compression pressure would cause such small motions that the 




there was no reason to expect that the observed plateau motion of the BM would not excite hair 
cells.  On the other hand, BM motion might not be a good representation of the sterocilia motion 
that leads to hair cell excitation. 
In the field of cochlear mechanics, motions at the level of the BM or the cochlear 
partition are referred to as macromechanics; motions at the level of the hair cell stereocilia and 




The up-down movement of the BM causes the organ of Corti and the tectorial membrane to 
rotate about their own pivots. Their rotation results in a shearing movement of the reticular 
lamina against the tectorial membrane. See Figure 5.  The degree of shear between the reticular 
lamina and the tectorial membrane depends on the displacement of the BM.(Davis, 1965) As the 
shearing occurs, the stretched tectorial membrane along with it pulls and rotates the outer hair 
cell stereocilia.  Because the inner hair cell stereocilia are not attached to the tectorial membrane 
(Lim, 1980), they are deflected by fluid flow rather than by the relative shearing displacement of 
the tectorial membrane and reticular lamina directly.  The mechanism thought to deflect the 
stereocilia is depicted in Figure 6. 
When a force is exerted on the stereocilia, they deflect and their mechanically-coupled tip 




of the hair cell to fluctuate. The fluctuating voltages then regulate neural transmitter release and 
excite the ANFs that synapse on the hair cells.  The ANFs then carry this information in the form 
of action potentials to the central nervous system for further processing.  Hair-cell activities can 
be inferred in ANF activity (Kiang et al., 1986).  
 
 
Figure 5.  (Top) Schematic of the organ of Corti.  (Bottom) A simplified structural 
schematic, indicating the pivots of rotation.   
The red arrow within the tectorial membrane indicates direction of the sheering 
motion.  The red arrow near the outer hair cell indicates the direction of the outer 
hair cell motion.  The black arrow indicates the direction of the basilar membrane 
displacement.  The black double arrows indicates the pivots of rotation.  TM: 
tectorial membrane.  IHC: inner hair cell. OHC: outer hair cell. BM: basilar 







Figure 6.  An enlarged view of the reticular lamina.   





Even though the hair cell stereocilia are neither directly attached to the BM nor directly 
stimulated by the BM motion, their stimulation is related to the BM motion because of multiple 
steps involved in the aforementioned coupling process in the organ of Corti.  In the first order of 
approximation, the outer hair cell stereocilia are thought to be deflected in proportion to the BM 
displacement whereas the inner hair cell stereocilia are deflected in proportion to the BM 
velocity (Dallos et al., 1972; Billone and Raynor, 1973; Dallos, 1986).  However, how the 
deflection actually occurs is still unknown and is what this study seeks to explore in an indirect 
way. 
Actual stereocilia deflection might be a result of very complicated interactions of fluid 
and surrounding structures.  Patuzzi and Yates discovered that the inner hair cells are driven by 
the cochlear partition velocity only at low frequencies and by displacement at high frequencies.  
The mechanical drive to the inner hair cell stereocilia has somehow changed with the stimulus 
frequencies and might be modified by the outer hair cells (Patuzzi and Yates, 1987).  Recent in 
vitro imaging of organ of Corti motion showed that the inner hair cells and the outer hair cells 
move out of phase.  The out-of-phase motion suggested that effective inner hair cell stimulation 
might be accomplished by a much more complex reticular lamina shearing motion than the 
originally proposed mechanism (Karavitaki and Mountain, 2007).   
Stereocilia are known to be directional sensitive (Shotwell et al., 1981).  It is possible that 
some modes of intracochlear motion do not give rise to fluid flow that can effectively stimulate 
stereocilia.  For instance, in the supra-BF plateau region where a non-traveling mode of motion 
dominates, the up-down motion of the BM does not appear to allow the same fluid flow that 




flow present in the plateau region did not seem to be excitatory, based on previous reports of 
ANF responses (see section 1.4).  
The current understanding of how macromechanical motion is translated into 
micromechanics might not be accurate because of many missing pieces in the current 
understanding of micromechanics.  For instance, BM tuning and ANF tuning appear to be very 
similar. (Sellick et al., 1982; Narayan et al., 1998; Ruggero et al., 2000) .  Ruggero et al pointed 
out that the hair cell excitation is a function of both BM displacement and velocity.   However, 
this generalized description appears to hold only in regions where a traveling wave is dominant.  
In the plateau region where other modes of motion are dominant (see section 1.2.2), hair cells do 
not appear to be excited at all because ANF responses were not observed. (See section 1.4.) 
It is unknown why macromechanical motion in the plateau region does not translate into 
hair cell excitation, even though other studies suggested that traveling wave mode is not required.  
Hair cells can possibly be excited by as much as three excitation drives derived from the stimuli 
(Lin and Guinan, 2000).  Modes other than a single traveling wave exist to excite the hair cells. 
(Lin and Guinan, 2004).  A type of BM motion that excites the inner hair cell has been 
hypothesized to exist through most of the cochlea that is not explained by the classic traveling 
wave (Guinan et al., 2005). 
A sophisticated 3D model involving fluid-solid interactions of the tectorial membrane 
and organ of Corti components produces frequency-dependent radial motion in the tectorial 
membrane, which has not been measured in vivo.  This model predicts frequency-dependent 




that tectorial membrane’s radial motion is different from the reticular lamina motion, further 
suggesting that the BM to hair cell signal transduction is not totally straightforward. (Cai and 
Chadwick, 2003; Cai et al., 2004) Steele has a similarly sophisticated model that takes into 
account complicated relative motion of the BM, hair cells and tectorial membrane (Steele and 
Lim, 1999; Steele and Puria, 2005). Mathematical models like these can perhaps in the future 
help uncover the type and amount of macromechanical motion and micromechanical interactions 
that are necessary to hair cell excitation.  
The inner hair cells’ membrane voltages are approximately a low-pass-filtered version of 
the stimulus input (phasic response) plus a frequency-dependent DC (tonic) response.  A low 
frequency sound pressure induces a phasic response where the fluctuation of the membrane 
voltage varies according to and is phase locked to the sound pressure.  Conversely, a high 
frequency sound pressure induces only a tonic response where the overall DC potential of the 
cell membrane is depolarized during the stimulation.  The phasic response starts to diminish 
above 2 kHz. (Kidd and Weiss, 1990) 
  At low frequencies, the phasic response of the inner hair cells is transmitted to ANFs.  
ANFs are also strongly phase locked to the sound pressure below 1 kHz; if the sound pressure is 
a pure tone, action potentials consistently occur at the same phase within each cycle of the tone 
waveform.  The phase lock of ANF response however diminishes greatly at frequencies above 
2kHz and disappears entirely above 3 kHz in many species (Koppl, 1997).  In the gerbil, the 
highest phase locking frequency is close to 4 kHz (Versteegh et al., 2011).  Thus at frequencies 
above a few kHz, auditory frequency information is coded entirely by place along the BM, 




frequency.  An action potential, also known as a spike lasts approximately 1 ms.  Interspike 
interval, which is simply the interval between two adjacent spikes, is a quantity frequently used 
to characterize ANF responses; the shortest interspike interval was determined empirically to be 
~0.7 ms (Ruggero, 1992).  This physiological limit of the ANF effectively sets the maximum 
possible firing rates to below ~1.4 kHz. 
 
1.2.4 Cochlear Amplifier 
 
One feature that is very remarkable about both the human ear and the gerbil ear is the fact that it 
accommodates a dynamic range of at least 120 dB.  This is achieved in part due to a highly 
nonlinear mechanism provided by the outer hair cells.  The outer hair cells actively and 
mechanically amplify the BM motion.  The amplification produces nonlinearity in the BM 
motion that can be measured in an active cochlea (reviewed in Robles and Ruggero (2001)).  
Outer hair cell amplification has been tentatively modeled using a system with ―automatic gain 
control‖ (van der Heijden, 2005).  The outer hair cells produce large gains near the best 
frequency region and small gains elsewhere.  A large local gain or a high sensitivity that is 
localized only to the best frequency region sharpens the tuning of the BM response.  Many other 
models of the workings of the cochlear amplifier also exist. 
The way the outer hair cells amplify is similar to a playground swing being set into large 
motions by a child and a friend.  The friend (incoming sound) pushes the swing to start the 




mechanisms of amplification have been proposed so far: somatic motility and stereociliary 
motility.  Somatic motility is achieved with the motor protein prestin. Prestin enables the outer 
hair cells to undergo cell body length changes.  The outer hair cells’ contraction-expansion in 
appropriate phase with the BM motion can boost the BM’s amplitude (Dallos and Fakler, 2002; 
Ashmore, 2008; Dallos et al., 2008; Mellado Lagarde et al., 2008).  The second proposed 
mechanism involves force-generating molecules such as myosin forcefully snapping the 
stereocilia in one direction.  Since the stereocilia are attached to the tectorial membrane, 
stereociliary force can contribute to creating shearing force and affect the BM motion (Hudspeth, 
1997).  To this date, which proposed mechanism contribute more is still open to debate and it is 
possible that their relative contributions vary with frequency (Fettiplace and Hackney, 2006).   
 
1.3 The neural approach to cochlear mechanics 
 
To study a cochlea, one way to is to measure signals at each stage directly.  This approach can be 
taken at many levels by measuring components of the cochlea: BM motion, intracochlear fluid 
pressure, hair cell excitation and such.  Because of the inaccessibility and fragility of cochlear 
structures, measurement can be very disruptive to normal cochlear functions.  Frequently, 
sensors have to be inserted directly into the cochlea.  Another way is to look for clues in the 
cochlea’s output in the form of ANF action potentials.  Studying only the activities of the ANF 
can be a good alternative to ―look inside‖ the cochlea without performing invasive surgeries to 




To use an electrical engineering analogy, study of the cochlea is similar to investigating a 
―black box.‖  One means of investigation is to physically open the box, and trace input signals 
through different internal components. Another way is to look at the output of the black box in 
response to a specific test signal at the input.  Measuring the motion of the BM, as it vibrates in 
respond to sound, is similar to opening the black box and tracing components.  Recording 
activities in the ANF is similar to deciphering the output of the black box. Both approaches have 
been adapted to study the mechanics of the cochlea (Kiang et al., 1986; Robles and Ruggero, 
2001).  
Although much is known, there are still many unanswered questions regarding how the 
cochlea works, on both the macromechanical level (such as how the BM produces frequency 
dependent peaks) and the micromechanical level (such as how the hair cells are excited.)  We are 
interested in bridging the two levels and, in turn, answering questions such as how the BM 
vibrations through a cascade of events and mechanisms eventually lead to the hair cell excitation.  
There are also many open questions related to how the amplification occurs in the process of 
signal transduction and much work on understanding cochlear processing remains to be done.   
If the hair cells are considered a micromechanical system, then the activities of the ANF 
that the hair cells stimulate would be the output of this system. The input to this system would be 
the BM vibrations, which are also known or can be measured.  In this project, we study how BM 





Mechanics remains difficult to study in the mid-frequency range.  Due to limited 
accessibility of the surgical approach, BM mechanical measurements were usually made near the 
base (Ren and Nuttall, 2001; Robles and Ruggero, 2001).  A relatively invasive approach has 
also been successful, where a hole created in the apex allowed access to the apex region of a 
guinea pig cochlea (Cooper and Rhode, 1995; Cooper and Rhode, 1996; Dong and Cooper, 
2006).  Even then, direct in vivo mechanical data in the mid-section of the cochlea was totally 
absent.  Micromechanics within the cochlear partition have not been directly measured in vivo at 
all. 
ANF studies supplement mechanics studies.  Studying difficult-to-reach frequency 
regions can be feasible with the neural approach.  The entire frequency range of hearing is 
represented by ANFs that are bundled together.  Mechanical features of the organ of Corti, 
within the otherwise inaccessible frequency range, have been studied using the ANF activity 
(Cooper and Yates, 1994; van der Heijden and Joris, 2003).  The nature of the BM nonlinearity 
has been examined using ANF rate-intensity functions (Yates, 1990).   Motion related to the BM 
traveling wave in the apex and middle of the cochlea has been studied using the ANF’s response 




The main objective of this study follows up on an issue raised by Ruggero et al.(2000).  Ruggero 




overlaid on a tuning curve of an ANF that has a similar CF.  (A tuning curve indicates the sound 
levels required in order to achieve a response or threshold.)  The result showed that the profile 
and sharpness of the BM tuning is nearly identical to those of the ANF.   
 
 
Figure 7. Frequency tuning of the BM and ANF near the 3.5 mm site of the 
chinchilla cochlea.   
The curves are generated from averaged data obtained in several cochleae. 
(Ruggero et al., 2000) 
 
Figure 7 shows tuning curves derived from BM motion and ANF responses.  Both were 
measured from the location that has CF near 8.5 kHz.  The BM motion was measured at a 
location on the BM that was tuned to 8.5 kHz.  The tuning curve of the BM is derived from 




around 10 dB SPL at the tip, the most sensitive region for this ANF tuning curve.  The tail region 
of the ANF curve below 3 kHz requires at least 60 dB SPL for the same ANF to reach the same 
threshold.  The BM mechanical threshold that best matches the ANF’s tip threshold occurred at a 
BM displacement of 1.9 nm.  The mechanical threshold tuning curve gives the sound pressure 
levels required for the BM to reach 1.9 nm at different stimulus frequencies. 
Throughout the entire tip and tail regions of the tuning curves, the BM tuning curve 
matches the ANF tuning curve closely.  Their relationship demonstrates that as the BM 
displacement is driven by a stimulus to be more than 1.9 nm, the displacement induces the inner 
hair cell excitation which then gives rise to ANF responses.  This result showed that the BM’s 
mechanical tuning or frequency selectivity is almost directly translated into ANF responses.  In 
other words, the inner hair cells robustly respond to the BM vibrations, as long as they are 
greater or equal to 1.9 nm.  Furthermore, the fact that the ANF faithfully duplicates the BM 
responses implies that the mammalian inner hair cells and ANFs lack an additional ―sharpening‖ 
of tuning that is found in some non-mammalian hearing organs such as in the turtle and lizard 
(Evans and Wilson, 1975; Zwislocki and Kletsky, 1979).  
A portion of Ruggero and colleagues’ results is notable, and motivated our study:  At 
stimulus frequencies that are greater than the CF just beyond the tip region (>10kHz), the BM 
tuning curve has a plateau response near 90 dB SPL.  The ANF tuning curve, strangely, lacks a 
similar plateau response in the same supra-CF region.  In fact, there was not any detectable ANF 
response.  Ruggero et al. noted explicitly that as far as they could tell, a plateau response in the 
ANF was not present.  (The maximum SPL they could achieve was ~110 dB SPL.)  Others have 




not seeing ANF high-frequency amplitude or phase plateaus with a novel ―Zwuis stimulus‖ (van 
der Heijden and Joris, 2003).  Cochlear theorists have wondered about the significance of the 
apparent lack of a plateau response in ANFs (Steele and Lim, 1999).  
Whether an ANF has a plateau response or has an infinitely high threshold is unknown.  
Hints of a plateau response exist in the literature (Liberman, 1978; Muller, 1996; Taberner and 
Liberman, 2005) , but no definitive evidence of its existence has been found.   
This discrepancy in the BM and ANF responses in the supra-CF region presents a 
mystery to us because it suggested that not all BM vibrations are transmitted to the hair cells.  
Unlike the tip and the tail regions of the tuning curves where a 1.9 nm of BM displacement 
almost certainly leads to ANF responses, ANF seems to have selectively stopped responding to 






Figure 8. Graphical representation of the BM motion (Top) in 
the tip region, (Bottom) in the plateau region, a snapshot of the 
cochlea at one point in time.   
The BM can be driven to the same amount of motion, 2nm, in 
both cases, but only in the former case, neural responses have 
been observed.  The red arrow represents the observation 
location where the BM response and the ANF responses can be 
experimentally determined.  
 
Stimulus frequency ≤ CF, a low 
SPL is required to drive the BM 
2nm.  ANF response observed. 
 
 
Stimulus frequency >> CF, a high 
SPL is required to drive the BM 
2nm.  No ANF response observed. 
 
To repeat this mystery in a graphical form, Figure 8 shows a schematic of the cochlea and 
the BM motion.  The red arrow in the figure indicates the location where the BM motion is 
measured experimentally.  If an ANF that originates from the location of the arrow is recorded, 
its tuning curve can be compared to the BM tuning curve taken at the same location similar to 
what is shown in Figure 7.  The top schematic illustrates what happens near the tip of a tuning 




near the observation location.  Only a low sound pressure is needed to elicit a 2 nm displacement.  
The bottom schematic illustrates the supra-CF response, where a supra-CF stimulus tone causes 
the BM vibrations to peak at a basal location.  The BM can still be driven to 2 nm, but a much 
higher sound pressure is required.  As the tuning curves have previously shown in Figure 7, in 
the former case 2 nm of BM displacement leads to ANF response, whereas in the latter case, the 
same amount of displacement does not.  
The reported absence of ANF plateaus suggests that the wave-pattern of BM motion that 
occurs at frequencies lower than those of the plateau produces a very different effect from the 
piston-like motion at frequencies within the plateau; the differential longitudinal motion might be 
critical to hair cell excitation, leading to ANF response.  By studying the plateau region, we can 
investigate whether the curvature of the BM traveling wave plays a role in hair cell excitation. 
This study probed ANF activities or thresholds at the frequency region that is greater than 
the CF.  This could possibly offer insights to the BM mechanics and specifically, to the factors 
that lead to excitation of the inner hair cells.  Since the high frequency region was not the focus 
of the Ruggero et al.’s (2000) study, they did not examine the possibility that the way the 
experiment was performed might have produced the observation of ―infinite‖ high frequency 
thresholds.  The first objective of our investigation was to explain the possibility that the 
apparent discrepancy between BM motion and ANF excitation was a measurement artifact. 
Determining whether a supra-CF plateau response exists in an ANF tuning curve is the 
first step for us to investigate the mechanics of the cochlea.  How the hair cells integrate and 




study will give us clues to how the BM vibrations are translated into hair cell responses.  




BM motion and ANF tuning are generally very similar, but the ANF, in the literature, had 
appeared to be unresponsive to a plateau mode of BM motion that occurs at frequencies above an 
ANF’s CF.  We recorded ANF responses and tuning curves in the gerbil, concentrating on the 
supra-CF region.  The main findings of this study include 
 
 The detection of the plateau threshold within the supra-CF region of the ANF tuning curve. 
 A larger BM motion was necessary for an ANF to reach a threshold response within the 
plateau region than the traveling wave region, based on the previous lack of ANF plateau 






2. Experimental Design and Methods 
 
2.1 General method to record action potentials in gerbil ANFs in 
vivo 
 
The auditory nerve runs inside the modiolus. To gain access to the auditory nerve with minimal 
amount of damage to the cochlea, a hole was made inside the round window antrum and a glass 
micropipette electrode was inserted through the hole to make contact with ANFs. This approach 
was modeled after the approach first documented by Sokolich (Sokolich and Smith, 1973; 
Chamberlain, 1977; Sokolich, 1977). Since the gerbil cochlea resides inside the bulla, an air-
filled bony structure, a surgery was performed to expose and open the bulla to gain access to the 
round window antrum. During the surgery, the dorsal surface of the skull was exposed so that it 
could be fixed with superglue to a head-holder to prevent any head movement.  
Animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
of Columbia University.  Adult female Mongolian gerbils, Meriones unguiculatus, weighing 50-
60 g were used in this study. They were bred at and purchased from Charles River Laboratories 
in Massachusetts. Once they arrived at Columbia Medical Center, they stay at a temperature-
controlled and reasonably quiet animal facility.  
Prior to surgery, each gerbil was first sedated with Ketamine (40 mg/kg body weight) and 




mg/kg) was given as an analgesic once every 6 hours.  A tracheotomy was performed to maintain 
a patent airway.  Glycopyrrolate (initial dose, 0.02 mg/kg; maintenance, 0.0067 mg/kg/hr) was 
also given to suppress production of mucus in the trachea to prevent blockage of the trachea.  
Pedal reflex was checked frequently before and during the surgery to monitor the overall depth 
of anesthesia. Roughly 1.5 hour after the initial dose, a maintenance dose of pentabarbitol (20 
mg/kghour) was delivered at a constant rate intraperitoneally via an infusion pump (Sage 
Instrument). Saline was also infused at a rate of 0.5 ml/hour to keep the animal hydrated.  The 
animal core temperature was maintained ~ 37 °C with a heating blanket.   
Once the infusion pump was in place, the breathing rate became the primary method for 
monitoring the overall depth of anesthesia. A custom made breathing monitor, consisting of a 
thermistor, a Wheastone bridge, 10X amplifier and a low pass filter, was designed to monitor a 
small temperature variation in inhaled and exhaled air. The thermistor component of the 
breathing monitor was placed near the opening of the tracheotomy.  A typical gerbil in an 
anesthetized state had a breathing rate about 9~10 breaths every 10 seconds. The breathing rate 
could rise to 13~14/10 second when the gerbil was in a light state of anesthesia or drop to as 
little as 6~7 per 10 second in a very deep state. As each gerbil had slightly different sensitivity to 
anesthesia, the flow rate of the infusion pump was adjusted by hand occasionally throughout an 
experiment to ensure the breathing rate fell within a ―normal‖ range for an anesthetized state. If 
the breathing rate was higher than ―normal‖, indicative of a lighter state of anesthesia, the flow 





The surgical procedures were described in detail by Sokolich (1977).  To minimize 
surgical damage to the bulla, only the ventrolateral wall of the tympanic chamber of the bulla 
needs to be open. (Sokolich opened both the tympanic chamber and inferior-posterior chamber 
for viewing of the round window antrum. The superior-posterior chamber was also opened for 




Figure 9.  Anatomical photos of the surgical approach. 
(A) A view of the gerbil right ear through a surgical microscope.  A hole was made in the bulla.  The round 
window antrum and the dorsalmedial wall can be seen through the hole. The red band is the stapedial 
artery that runs just above the round window opening.   The inset illustrates the orientation and the view 
of the dorsalmedial wall inside the round window antrum (Chamberlain, 1977).  The round and irregular 
shaped blood vessels in the dorsalmedial wall served as landmarks for glass electrode placement.  (B) The 
approach angle to gain access to the auditory nerve was shown in the picture with an arrow inside the 
round window antrum (Chamberlain, 1977).  rwa: round window antrum, an: auditory nerve, ST: scala 





After the opening of the bulla, there was a clear view of the round window antrum at the 
base of the cochlea. The auditory nerve lay beneath the dorsomedial wall inside the round 
window antrum (Chamberlain, 1977). Although this wall was only 25 microns thick, it was too 
thick for glass microelectrodes to penetrate to gain access to the auditory nerve. To allow the 
insertion of glass electrodes, a hole was carefully made in the anterolateral quadrant of the 
dorsomedial wall. In that quadrant, there was a small mound which was an ideal location for the 
hole.  The loops of blood vessels visible in the wall should be avoided. A manually sharpened 
insect pin was twirled gently to make the hole; the round window membrane that covered the 
dorsomedial wall was not manipulated prior to making the hole. Glass microelectrodes were 
inserted into the auditory nerve through this hole.  
  As soon as a hole was made in the dorsomedial wall, it was typical for cerebral-spinal 
fluid to flow out of the hole and fill the round window antrum.  The overflowing fluid was 
removed with cotton wicks.  In some gerbils, the overflowing fluid accumulated inside the bulla 
near the walls of the superior-posterior chamber, and dampened the middle ear response.  In 
these cases, the superior-posterior chamber was open to drain excess fluid.  (Meenderink and van 
der Heijden opened only the tympanic chamber (Versteegh et al., 2011); however, they did not 
experience any problem with fluid accumulation inside the bulla. Their gerbils being positioned 






2.2 Compound Action Potential  
 
The compound action potential (CAP) response of the auditory nerve was used to gauge cochlear 
condition (Johnstone et al., 1979).  Tone bursts 3 ms in duration, with rise and fall time of 0.5 ms, 
and ranging in frequency from 0.5 to 40 kHz were played acoustically to elicit CAP.  60 
responses were averaged and the effects of the cochlear microphonic (CM) were reduced by 
alternating the polarity of the tone bursts.  (Cochlear microphonic is the voltage generated by the 
hair cells in response to acoustic stimulation and was picked up by the CAP electrode as well.)  
The CAP was defined to have reached a threshold when a 5 to 10 µV peak-to-peak response can 
be distinguished visually from the noise.   
CAP was measured at least twice during an experiment. Initial CAP measurement was 
taken after a hole was made inside the round window antrum and before a glass electrode was 
inserted.  Only sensitive cochleae were used in this study.  In an undamaged gerbil ear, CAP 
thresholds were below 35 dB SPL over a wide frequency range (Muller, 1996; Dong and Olson, 
2006).  Experiments were terminated when CAP thresholds were elevated to SPLs greater than 
60 dB. 
The hole usually did not cause a significant rise in the CAP threshold, at least not 
immediately.  The reference electrode for CAP measurement was embedded in the skin and 
sometimes superficial layers of fat tissues near the neck. This same reference electrode was used 





2.3 Auditory Nerve Fiber Threshold Tuning Curve 
 
Traditionally, ANF threshold tuning curves had been obtained by several methods.  For early 
experiments, stimulus frequencies and sound pressure levels were scanned manually (Kiang, 
1965).  One computerized method, Spectral Response Plot, achieved tuning curve detection 
visually by graphically plotting firing rates in a frequency-SPL matrix while randomizing 
frequencies and levels (Evans, 1972; Evans and Nelson, 1973; Evans, 1979; Kaltenbach and 
Saunders, 1987; Saunders et al., 1996). Another computerized method, Up-Down Tracking, was 
achieved by comparing firing rates to spontaneous rates on the fly and detecting the thresholds 
while sweeping the frequency.  This algorithm was originally designed by Kiang and 
Moxon(Kiang and Moxon, 1974) and subsequently adapted by others(Carney and Yin, 1988; 
Schmiedt, 1989; van der Heijden and Joris, 2003; Louage et al., 2006).  Some variations existed 
in the ways of tracking; for instance, frequency sweeping in both directions (Evans, 1979; 
Meenderink et al., 2005).  Statistical criteria are sometimes used in combination with an 
automated algorithm (Geisler et al., 1985; Muller, 1996). In general, the Spectral Response Plot 
Method takes longer to complete than the Up-Down Tracking Method, but level related 
responses, such as rate-level functions and dot-raster plots, are also readily available in the data 
set.  Rose (1985) conducted a systematic analysis of various paradigms for obtaining tuning 
curves. 
We adapted the ―Up-Down Tracking Method‖, or simply the ―Tracking Method‖ for 




with a peak-detection circuit (Peak Discriminator) that generated a voltage pulse at the peak of 
the neural spike.   A computer-controlled program was used to automate tracking of the tuning 
curves.   
The algorithm works by varying the sound pressure level of the stimulus tone up and 
down in order to determine the threshold, one frequency at a time.  A threshold was defined as 
the sound pressure level required in order for a fiber to fire more than its spontaneous firing rate 
by a threshold criterion.  If the stimulus level was above the fiber’s threshold (firing rate more 
than spontaneous rate by at least the threshold criterion), the subsequent stimulus level was 
lowered by 0.7 dB step each time until a suspected threshold was crossed (firing rate the same as 
spontaneous rate).   
At this point the stimulus level was adjusted in the opposite directions (down-up) in a 1.4 
dB step to confirm the detection of the suspected threshold.  If the firing rate did increase with 
the previous step up in level, the stimulus level was then reversed again (up-down) so that the 
suspected threshold could be crossed one more time.  A suspected threshold had to be crossed at 
least three times in this manner to confirm its presence.  The up-down and down-up tracking 
could be reversed in direction if necessary.  The same searching procedure was repeated for 
subsequent frequencies until the entire tuning curve was traced out.   
All the up-down steps are 0.7 dB SPL, down-up steps 1.4 dB.  Frequency was scanned 
from low to high.  One extra spike during the stimulus tone-on period (50ms) versus tone-off 
period (50ms) was required to determine the threshold level.   The equivalent spike rate 




frequency was 1.07 times the preceding frequency, thus the frequency resolution was ~ 0.1 
octave. 
1.25 ms was used to account for the synaptic delay and the action potential travel time to 
reach the recording site of the electrode (Ruggero and Rich, 1987).  
When possible, multiple tuning curves were collected to verify that the use of high SPL 
stimuli did not change the sensitivity of the unit, in a way similar to what  Lin and Guinan have 
done for high level click responses (Lin and Guinan, 2000).  
 
2.4 Tonotopical organization of the ANFs 
 
ANFs were arranged tonotopically within the auditory nerve bundle: high frequency units wrap 
around low frequency units. Low frequency fibers, originating from the apex region, form the 
center of the bundle; as they extend inside the modiolus, mid frequency fibers, from the mid-
section of the cochlea, overlay the low frequency fibers.  As the auditory nerve bundle exited the 
modiolus, high frequency fibers, originating from the base of the cochlea, formed the outermost 
layer of the bundle.  This tonotopic organization had been experimentally observed by Kiang 
(1965) in the auditory nerve of the cat. Although the detailed tonotopic organization of fibers in 
the gerbil was undocumented, it was likely similar to that of the cat.  Sokolich observed that high 
frequency units are located ventrolaterally and low frequency units dorsomedially (Sokolich, 





2.5 Recording of action potentials with glass electrodes 
 
Glass micropipette electrodes were used to contact and record the ANF activity. The glass 
microelectrode was advanced remotely using a manual-controlled hydraulic micropositioner 
(KOPF). A glass capillary tube with a filament (Sutter Instrument Company, 1 mm O.D., 0.5 mm 
I.D.) was heated and drawn into two identical electrodes by a Sutter P-97 horizontal puller 
(Sutter Instrument Company). The glass electrodes were then filled with 3 Molar NaCl solution 
and their impedance measured by an impedance meter (OmegaTip, WPI).   
The electrolytic solution in the recording electrode was coupled to a pure silver wire 
(0.25 mm, WPI) and then into a pre-amplifier (input resistance > 10
5
 MOhms; HZP, Grass 
Telefactor), which was designed to interface with the high impedance of a recording electrode. 
The signal was remotely amplified (20,000X) and bandpass filtered (300 Hz to 3 kHz) with an 
AC amplifier (Grass P511, Grass Telefactor).  The Grass amplifier included a line filter to filter 
60 Hz power line noise.  Through the use of a monitor speaker, the amplified biosignal from the 
electrode was made audible and listened to by the experimenter.  This audio presentation of the 
electrode signal facilitated finding an ANF fiber.  When the electrode was not in contact with 
any fiber, only a white-noise-ish hiss was heard. 
The electrode was advanced through the auditory nerve while the search stimulus was on.  
When the electrode approached the vicinity of a cluster of ANFs, there emerged over the monitor 




Upon contacting a unit, the quiet chatter turned into a sequence of loud popping clicks that were 
locked to the search stimulus.  Action potentials could also be observed on an oscilloscope.   The 
duration of the electrode contact with an ANF ranged typically from several seconds to over 20 
minutes. 
The search stimulus was a wide band (200 Hz – 58 kHz) noise whose spectrum was 
roughly flat across all frequencies audible to the gerbil. Every time before a search stimulus was 
initiated, a fresh version of the wide band noise of 50 ms duration was generated and stored in 
the computer memory. The stored frozen noise was repeated continuously with a roughly 50 ms 
silence between iterations, ie, ~50% duty cycle. Energies for the frequency components within 
the noise band were summed (in quadrature, as square root of pressure squared) to calculate the 
equivalent pressure level in dB SPL.  The search noise level was usually 60 ~ 90 dB SPL within 
a 200 Hz to 58 kHz band. 
Extracellular action potentials were recorded from single unit fibers.  To ensure single 
units were isolated properly, 1) electrical waveforms of action potentials were visually monitored 
on an oscilloscope.  Once a good contact with a fiber was made, it was very rare to detect 
significant presence of action potentials (of a different shape and amplitude) from a neighboring 
fiber. 2) Only the largest action potentials were selected.  3) Interspike interval (ISI) histograms 
were plotted post-experimentally to confirm that no ISIs were shorter than 0.7 ms. 0.7 ms ISI is a 
consequence of the ANF refractory period (Ruggero, 1992). ISIs that were shorter than 0.7 ms 
would indicate that more than one fiber, or that contamination such as CM or electrical noise or 




Spontaneous rates were determined by calculating the average spike rate during all the 50 
ms tone-off periods that preceded the tone-on periods, for the entire duration when a tuning 
curve was obtained.  Rate-level functions were obtained with the stimulus tone turned on in the 
first and off in the second 50 ms window.  Stimulus frequencies and levels advanced from low to 
high.  Vector strength (Goldberg and Brown, 1969) was used to quantify phase locking.  
Rayleigh test (phase lock criterion: L > 13.8; significance level, p = 0.001) was used to 
determine statistical significance of vector strength. (Buunen and Rhode, 1978; Narins and 
Wagner, 1989; Furman et al., 2006; Versteegh et al., 2011)  
 
2.6 Acoustic system 
 
The stimuli for the experiments were acoustic pure tones.  The tones were generated electrically 
by computer-controlled microprocessors (Tucker Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL) and 
acoustically by a Radio Shack Supertweeter speaker.  Sound stimuli produced by the speaker 
was channeled inside a custom-made housing and delivered into the ear canal via a closed-field 
system.  A probe tube of a ½‖ Bruel and Kjaer microphone (Type 4134, with a post amplifier 
Type 2804) was inserted into the ear canal of the gerbil to monitor the sound pressure inside the 
ear canal.  The microphone signal was band pass filtered (PARC EG&G amplifier) between 10 
Hz and 300 kHz. The probe tube with the microphone was calibrated in a cavity against a ¼‖ 
Brüel & Kjær microphone (type 4938).  To ensure the desired sound pressure was generated and 




each animal’s ear canal at a location 2~3 mm in front of the eardrum once the microphone probe 
tube and the speaker were in place.  The stimuli and the sound pressure were sampled at 200 kHz.  
 
 







2.7 Stimulus Generation 
 
To allow flexibility in generating stimuli of different specifications and acquiring signals in a 
controlled way, software programs for the experiments were custom designed in Matlab.  Stimuli 
were usually, but not limited to, 50 ms in duration followed by 50 ms of silence.  Hence, stimuli 
were organized and presented in 100 ms windows with 50% duty cycles. Stimulus tones had a 
2.5 ms cosine-shaped on-ramp and off-ramp. 
Sound calibration acquired for each gerbil’s ear canal was used to adjust the level of the 
individual stimulus tones to ensure accurate pressure levels were delivered.  The search stimulus 
was a wide-band noise. The sound calibration was applied to the spectrum of the noise to ensure 
that no particular frequencies were emphasized. The search noise had a 10 ms cosine-shaped on-
ramp and off-ramp. Before the generation of the search noise, its intended level at each 
frequency component was first specified by the experimenter. The actual level at each frequency 
varies and the search noise’s actual equivalent sound pressure level over its entire frequency 
range was calculated by summing the ear canal pressure in quadrature.   
 
2.8 Glass electrode  
 
The glass electrodes are fragile and disposable.  Procedures and methods to fabricate electrodes 




The impedance of an electrode is mostly determined by the size of the tip opening and the 
tip geometry.  A large tip opening afforded low electrical resistance, which allowed efficient 
coupling of the electrical signal to an amplifier.  A low resistance also achieved a low electrical 
noise floor.  A long tapered tip had a high capacitance.  A tip with a large resistance (small tip) 
and a large capacitance (long taper) did not have desirable electrical characteristics because it in 
effect set up a low pass filter with an RC constant that determined the electrode’s upper 
frequency limit.  
On the other hand, it was more probable for an electrode that had a sharp tip and a small 
opening at the tip to make contact with a single nerve fiber.  A large tip opening would be more 
likely to simultaneously record activities of many units in the neighborhood.  Electrodes with 
impedance between 30 MOhms and 70 MOhms were used as they provide a good tradeoff 
between physical sturdiness of the electrode tip and isolation of single units.  Furthermore, the 
signal to noise ratio was satisfactory.  
Even though metal electrodes have been frequently used for neural recording, in this 
investigation, glass electrodes were used because their sharpness only allowed recording from a 
small surrounding region and hence provided excellent isolation of the ANFs.  The myelin 
sheath densely covers the ANFs and provides electrical insulation.  To record action potentials, 
the tip of a glass electrode must be in the vicinity of a node of Ranvier.  The probability of the tip 
of a glass electrode being close to two nodes of Ranvier at the same time is extremely small.  In 
an unlikely event where an electrode recorded simultaneously from two nodes of Ranvier, action 
potentials would still appear in two sizes.  For these reasons, spike sorting, typically performed 





2.9 Noise issues concerning acquisition of extracellular action 
potentials 
 
Electrical biosignals that we recorded extracellularly were in the 100 microvolt range.  High gain 
amplification to record it could be achieved with modern electronics.  However, with any high 
sensitivity electronics, noise is a significant issue.  Beating down noise and solving issues related 
to the noise floor of the recording system were a necessary step to achieve reasonable signal to 
noise ratio. 
A significant amount of effort was devoted to reduce the noise floor of the recording 
system.  To avoid 60 Hz power line noise, all the electronics including various pre-amps inside 
the recording chamber had to be powered by batteries.  Light fixtures and all the power cables 
inside the recording chamber had to be disconnected physically during recording.  Otherwise, 
large noise presence made extracellular nerve recording impossible.  Electrically powered 
devices that were outside the chamber could also be contributors to a high noise floor.  Power 
adaptors of several devices that could contaminate the power line with 60Hz harmonics and other 
electrical noise had to be removed. 
High sound pressure acoustic stimuli were frequently used and were generated by a 
speaker driven with large currents.  The voice coil inside the speaker and the speaker cable that 




extracellular action potentials were at least 4 orders of magnitude (80 dB) lower in signal level.  
The glass electrodes had high impedance (30~70 MOhms) and their proximity to the speaker and 
the speaker cable made them very susceptible to pick up the high-voltage radiated speaker-
driving signals.  The speaker was enclosed inside a layer of aluminum foil and the speaker cable 
was shielded with a μ–metal sheath.  The glass electrode inserted into the ear was unshielded, but 
the signal cable drawn from the electrode was shielded in its entirety. 
 
2.10 Discriminating action potentials from background noise 
 
The noise floor of the glass electrode signal was determined by the impedance of the glass 
electrode.  A large electrode impedance yielded a high noise floor.  The electrodes used during 
experiments had different impedances and thus yielded a large electrode to electrode variability 
in the noise levels.   
To discriminate action potentials from the noise, one convenient, yet effective way was 
thresholding.  The amplified electrode voltages were visually inspected in real time on an 
oscilloscope to determine the noise floor level for each glass electrode.  The threshold only 
needed to be slightly above the noise level.  Peaks that were above the pre-determined threshold 
were considered action potentials.  
Peak Discriminator, a custom made device to discriminate action potentials from noise, 




(Carney and Yin, 1988; Versteegh et al., 2011).  With an adjustable threshold, voltages below the 
threshold were ignored.  Through the use of a differentiator circuit, it calculated the first 
derivative of the electrode voltages that were above the set threshold and the points of the zero-
crossing were the peak locations of the action potentials.  The actual timing of the peaks was 



















Figure 11.  Functional flow chart of the Peak Discriminator.   
Neural signal is the voltage detected by the glass electrode after being filtered and 
amplified. The output of the Peak Discriminator is a series of pulses whose timing 






3. Results: Plateau Auditory Nerve Fiber Response 
 
Data used in this study were collected from 43 ANFs in 13 gerbils.  The CFs ranged from 525 Hz 
to 35.6 kHz.  Multiple ANF tuning curves were obtained for many fibers, and a total of 78 tuning 
curves contributed to the results.     
 
3.1 ANF tuning curves exhibit supra-CF plateau responses 
 
We recorded ANF responses through frequencies well above the CF, where the BM motion is 
expected to be in the plateau, a region where others had failed to detect ANF responses.   
The primary result of this study was the observation of ANF responses in the supra-CF 
region.  The supra-CF plateaus can generally be observed at stimulus levels above 110 dB 
SPL. 61 tuning curves from 38 ANFs showed a supra-CF plateau.  17 tuning curves from 10 
ANFs did not show a plateau.  Five ANFs showed a plateau in some but not all tuning curves.  
The plateau typically appeared at SPLs close to the maximum that our sound system could 
produce and it is very possible that the tuning curves in which the plateau was not detected 





3.1.1 Tuning curves 
 
Figure 12 shows a subset of the ANFs containing a plateau.  30 tuning curves that contained a 
supra-CF plateau are shown in six panels of different CF range, representing much of the gerbil’s 
frequency range.   Our speaker system could deliver 120 dB SPL below 20 kHz, and the 
maximum deliverable level dropped at higher frequencies. This set a ceiling on the threshold 
level we could detect.  Above 30 kHz, the maximum varied with frequency.  Related to this, 
supra-CF plateau responses could sometimes be detected at some frequencies but not others and 
when presenting these data we simply connected the adjacent points in which thresholds were 






Figure 12. Gerbil ANF tuning curves that contain a supra-CF plateau. 
The ANF tuning curves were organized and plotted into one of the six panels according to their CFs. The 
collective frequency range of the six panels roughly covers that of the gerbil hearing. These tuning curves are 





3.1.2 Robustness and repeatability  
 
When possible, multiple tuning curves were collected to test the robustness of the observation 
and to explore whether the use of high SPL stimuli changed the sensitivity or selectivity of the 
unit (Lin and Guinan, 2000).   
Figure 13 shows an ANF from which five tuning curves were collected. Overall, the 
sensitivity and the selectivity of the tip changed little during repeated runs.  The tip threshold of 
the first run (run 12) was actually 4 dB higher than the later four runs (run 17 to run 20).  
Between runs 12 and 17 a rate-level series was performed, as in Figure 14.  The variation in the 
tip thresholds for the later four runs was within 2 dB.  The plateau thresholds also showed a high 
degree of repeatability.  This degree of robustness and repeatability was observed in four other 






Figure 13. Repeats of ANF tuning curves from a single ANF (animal G254, ANF 
unit 7).  
The run numbers are denoted in the legend. CF = 4.48 kHz. This set of tuning 
curves demonstrated the robustness of obtaining supra-CF plateaus. 
 
 
3.1.3 Firing rates and rate level functions 
 
The new finding of this study was illustrated in the tuning curves of Figure 12.  Figure 14 to 18 
validate the result by examining firing patterns in the plateau region, using examples from three 
ANFs: G237u5, G319u8 and G254u7.  These three are shown because we had full data sets of 
rate-level functions for them.  Figure 8 uses all the tuning curves in our data set to show familiar 




Figure 14 shows tuning curves obtained by the tracking method and the firing rates 
obtained via rate-level functions recorded after the tuning curve had been obtained, and serves to 
confirm that the threshold-tracking algorithm found the correct threshold level in both the 
plateau and tip regions.  Neural activity is plotted as black dots, with the size of the dot 
representing the firing rate.  Each dot is the mean firing rate of 5 stimulus sweep repetitions.  The 
dots of the smallest size below the tuning curve represent the spontaneous firing rate of the fiber.  
Near the sound level of the tracking-algorithm-determined threshold there was a dramatic 
increase in firing rate.  An increase in firing rate at a high sound pressure level at a plateau 
frequency confirms the existence of the plateau response. 
The dynamic ranges of the rate-level functions were similar in the tip and plateau region.  
For G237u5 and G254u7, the dynamic range was between 20 and 40 dB, estimated from 
stimulus level steps of 10 dB.  For G319u8, the dynamic range was between 15 and 20 dB, 
estimated from stimulus level steps of 5 dB.  The dynamic ranges were in agreement with those 
of the cat dynamic range, which is ≤ 35 dB at CF (Palmer and Evans, 1980; Schalk and Sachs, 
1980; May and Sachs, 1992).  In the literature, in some units the dynamic range at CF was wider 
than off-CF, especially for high CF units in very healthy preparations (Cooper and Yates, 1994).  
This observation was attributed to cochlear mechanical nonlinearity.  We did not sample SPL 
finely enough or measure rate-level functions in enough units to explore this further; in our set of 






Figure 14. ANF tuning curves obtained by a tracking algorithm along with the ANF’s average firing rates 
obtained subsequently during rate-level function acquisition.  
The firing rates are represented by the size of the black dots and are shown here as a second method of 
verifying the thresholds detected by the tracking algorthm. ANF G237u5: CF = 6.34 kHz, spontaneous rate = 
5.9 spikes/s. Rate-level function step size = 10 dB SPL. ANF G319u8: CF = 8.30 kHz, spontaneous rate = 1.8 
spikes/s. Rate-level function step size = 5 dB SPL. ANF G254u7: CF = 4.48 kHz, spontaneous rate = 0.5 





3.1.4 ANF supra-CF plateau responses similar to CF responses 
 
In Figure 15 to Figure 17 we show details on the firing patterns of these three units, with each 
figure displaying results from one ANF.  In each figure, a tuning curve is shown in the fourth 
row in panel A.  Because rate-level functions were obtained for these units, we had sufficient 
spike data to generate ISI histograms.  In the row below the tuning curve, in panel B, we show an 
ISI histogram from stimulus frequencies within the tip region.  In panel C, we show an ISI 
histogram from stimulus frequencies within the plateau region.  The light and dark gray frames 
color-code the peak and plateau frequency regions in all the panels in the figure.  The ISI 
histograms appeared to have an overall exponential distribution beyond the refractory period.  
This distribution is expected for responses collected at non-phase-locking frequencies, as was the 
case in our results (Kiang, 1965).  ISI distributions were similar for plateau-response spikes and 
tip-response spikes, other than the fact that the total number of spikes in the plateau region was 
lower.  The lower number was expected because in the plateau region the increase in firing 
occurs at high stimulus levels.   
In the rows above the tuning curve we show data from three stimulus frequencies.  Panel 
D shows data at the CF, and panel E and F are two plateau frequencies.  In the bottom row of 
panels D to F, raster plots are shown to illustrate the spike timing. In a raster plot each dot 
represents a detected spike and the resulting spike train shows the time pattern of the neural 




of the raster plots to provide a visual reference of when the stimulus tone was turned on and off.  
(The red curve is the driving voltage with arbitrary amplitude. A 0.4 ms acoustic delay and a 
1.25 ms neural and synaptic delay (Liberman, 1978; Ruggero and Rich, 1987) have been 
accounted for in the plots.)   
The raster plots illustrate an overall increase in firing throughout the stimulus tone-on 
period for levels above the threshold. For instance, in G237u5-3, during the tone-on period, this 
ANF transitioned from sporadic firing to frequent firing around 30 dB SPL at CF; it made a 
transition around 120 dB SPL at 14.26 kHz within the plateau region.  A threshold detection by 
the tuning curve algorithm without an overall increase in firing rate is likely a false threshold 
detection.  If there is a large onset response and an offset response that are both delayed in time 
without firing in between, a false negative detection could potentially result because the delayed 
offset response might be mistaken as spontaneous firing.  The overall increase in firing rate we 
observed eliminated the possibility that this scenario of false threshold detection had occurred.   
The patterns of increased firing were similar in the tip region and in the plateau.  In 
G254u7, a delay in the initial onset of firing was ~ 6 ms near the threshold of firing in the data 
presented from the plateau region.  The delay was comparable to the delay of ~ 4 ms at the CF 
near threshold.   
Above the raster plots, period histograms are shown and above the period histograms ISI 
histograms are shown for the three frequencies of stimulation.  These three ANFs all had CFs > 
4.4 kHz, and the rate-level functions were found for frequencies at CF and greater.  No 




stimulus frequencies, a result consistent with Versteegh’s observation of the phase locking limit 
in the gerbil (Versteegh et al., 2011).  The highest phase locking frequency in our ANF data (data 
not shown) was 3.43 kHz.   The ISI histograms, period histograms and raster plots in Figure 15 
to Figure 17 and rate-level functions in Figure 14 all demonstrate that ANF plateau responses 
were similar to tip responses, and were tonic, which was to be expected at the stimulus 








Figure 15. The firing patterns of ANF G237u5-3, shown in raster plots, period histograms and interspike 
interval histograms. 
(A) Threshold tuning curve.  (B) Interspike interval (ISI) histogram of the neural responses aggregated 
within the tip region, from the CF of 6.34 kHz to 10.16 kHz.  (C) ISI histogram of the neural responses 
aggregated within the plateau region, from 10.87 kHz to 21.36 kHz. (D)-(F) ISI histogram, period histogram 
and raster plot at the CF and two plateau frequencies.  In the raster plots, the stimulus waveform (arbitrary 
magnitude) and duration are depicted in red on the bottom of the raster plots to provide a visual reference to 





Figure 16. Similar to the previous figure, except data are shown for ANF G319u8-1.   
The tip region in (B ) included frequencies aggregated from the CF of 8.30 kHz to 10.87 kHz.  The Plateau 





Figure 17. Similar to the previous figure, except data are shown for ANF G254u7-12.   
The tip region in (B) included frequencies aggregated from the CF of 4.48 kHz to 5.89 kHz.  The Plateau 





3.2 Possible confounding effects at high SPLs 
 
Because very high SPL stimuli were used to probe the supra-CF plateau responses, some 
artifacts could potentially arise and lead to false detection of the plateau thresholds as a result.  
High SPL artifacts and/or their confounding effects are discussed here.  The results in Figure 15 
to 18 address concerns about possible artifacts. 
One potential artifact could arise from the on- and off-ramp of the stimulus tones.  ANFs 
are known to have large onset and offset response to stimulus transient (Kiang, 1965), but we did 
not consider that the transient response alone constitutes a threshold response because the 
response could be due to frequencies other than the stimulus frequency of the tone.  The raster 
plots in Figure 15 to 17 show that the firing rate was elevated throughout the stimulus 
presentation, both at the CF and at the supra-CF frequencies corresponding to the plateau region 
of the tuning curve.  The observation that the firing rate increased throughout the stimulus-on 
period alleviates concerns that stimulus onsets or offsets were producing false threshold 
detection with the threshold-tracking algorithm.    
Another artifact is possible contamination of the neural recording by other electrical 
activity.  Because CM potential grows ~ linearly with SPL over a wide range (Tasaki et al., 1952) 
and the recording electrode was close to the round window where CM potential can be observed, 
we had to consider the possibility that at high sound pressure levels the CM might become large 




speaker is another potential source of contamination.  Responses that contained an ISI shorter 
than 0.7 ms were excluded from the study.  Hence, tuning curves contaminated with CM 
potential > 1.4 kHz were automatically discarded.  There were only three ANFs that had CFs < 
1.4 kHz and the lowest plateau frequency in our data set was 1.86 kHz.  Thus there is no 
possibility for CM contamination in any of the plateau results.  To further ensure that CM 
response did not disturb the spike trains in the plateau region, spike trains obtained through a 
second method (rate-level functions) were inspected for anomalies in two ways.  First, the ISI 
histograms were inspected. Examples are shown in Figure 15 to 17, panel B, C and first row of 
D to F. They appeared exponential beyond the refractory period, as was expected.  Second, 
period histograms were plotted and vector strength computed.  For the data sets that were 
available, no significant phase locking (significance level, p = 0.001) was found for stimulus 
frequencies > 4 kHz, as in the examples in Figure 15 to 17, panel D to F.   (One preparation 
showed contamination from CM and one from electrical pick-up and all the data from these 
preparations were excluded from the results.)   
In addition to onset-offset and electrical-pick-up artifacts, two other potentially 
confounding effects need to be considered, elevated noise levels and the presence of stimulus 
subharmonics.  At high stimulus levels, it is possible that the noise level in the stimulus would 
become elevated, either due to driving the speaker too hard or due to nonlinear interactions with 
ambient noise.   
Harmonic distortion was present at high stimulus levels but harmonic frequencies 
generated when stimulating within the supra-CF plateau stimulus region were far away from the 




subharmonic distortion could pose a problem because their frequencies might be close to the CF, 
where only a low stimulus level is needed for excitation.  We did observe subharmonics inside 
the ear canal in many of the experiments. Most of them were even-order subharmonics whose 
frequencies were half of that of the stimulus fundamentals.  Subharmonics were not produced by 
our acoustic and recording system, which had been tested in a cavity at a very high sound 
pressure level.  In fact, even-order subharmonics had been reported to be generated by the 
eardrum at stimulus levels starting at ~ 120 dB SPL (Dallos, 1966; Dallos and Linnell, 1966c, a, 
b).  They are generated within the middle ear and emerge into the ear canal and cochlea, and in 
order to gauge the effect of the subharmonics on our study we needed to understand the 
relationship between ear canal and intracochlear subharmonics.  Thus, in a separate study we 
measured subharmonics in the ear canal and in intracochlear pressure (Huang et al., 2010).  (See 
Chapter 5.)  Here we simply state the result of that is needed for the study at hand:  When they 
emerge, ear canal subharmonics will likely be excitatory if they are as large or larger than an 
excitatory ear canal stimulus tone delivered by the speaker at the same frequency.  Based on this, 
we can infer whether subharmonics would be excitatory by observing their levels in the ear canal. 
In Figure 18 we show tuning curves from our three example units, along with ear canal 
stimulus pressure spectra.  The figure shows that while the confounding effects of noise and 
subharmonics are problematic for our study, they do not invalidate our detection of supra-CF 
plateau responses.  In the upper panels of Figure 18, section A, threshold tuning curves from the 
three example ANFs are shown, plotted here with the frequency axis on a linear scale.  Examples 
of the ear canal pressure spectra at several frequencies are presented beneath each tuning curve 




frequency is evident in the large spectral component highlighted by the blue filled circle.  The 
spectral component at half the fundamental frequency is indicated by a red triangle or black X 
when a subharmonic was or was not detected, respectively.  When components of the ear canal 
spectra fall within the dotted tuning curve (either due to noise or due to subharmonics) they 
would be expected to be excitatory.   (Note that at moderate sound levels the noise level is set by 
voltage noise in the microphone at ~ 20 – 30 dB SPL, and this sets the limit at which these ear 
canal spectra are able to inform us about the noise – we can detect acoustic noise only when it is 
elevated above this limit. We observed such elevations in some but not all cases when our sound 
level was ≥ 120 dB SPL.)  In section B and the upper two rows of C, cases are shown in which 
noise and subharmonics were not excitatory.  In the bottom row of section C, cases in which 








Figure 18. Ear canal stimuli at plateau threshold levels for three ANFs.   
(A) tuning curves for three ANFs (G237u5-3, G319u8-1 and G254u7-12).  (B) – (C) Representative examples 
of ear canal pressure spectra while a stimulus tone was presented during acquisition of the corresponding 
tuning curves.  (B) Ear canal pressure spectra with stimulus tone at CF. (C) Cases of ear canal pressure 
spectra with stimulus at a plateau frequency without subharmonic contamination (first two rows) and with 
subharmonic contamination (bottom row).  
The blue filled circle symbol denotes the stimulus tone that was produced by the speaker at a threshold level.  
To distinguish the plateau region from the rest of the tuning curve, only the plateau thresholds were labeled 
with blue filled circles.  For each plateau threshold, subharmonic components were inspected.  The red 
triangle symbol denotes the ear drum produced subharmonic if it was detected inside the ear canal.  If no 
subharmonic above the noise floor could be detected, the level of the noise floor was noted instead and 
denoted by the black X symbol.  To determine if any pressure other than the stimulus fundamental inside the 
ear canal could potentially be excitatory to this particular ANF, the tuning curve of the same ANF was also 
plotted in the pressure spectrum as a black dotted curve.  A plateau threshold is labeled with a green open 
circle in the tuning curves in (A), if no excitatory pressure other than the stimulus fundamental existed inside 
the ear canal.  Note: the actual acoustic noise floor might be lower than what was shown in the spectra, 




Within the tuning curve in panel A, at each plateau threshold where ANF responses could 
not be attributed to either an excitatory noise floor or subharmonic, the plateau threshold was 
marked with a green open circle.  Thus, at these green-open-circle-marked thresholds, the ANF 
responses represent clean supra-CF plateau detections. The red triangles indicate subharmonic 
detection.  When these are outside the tuning curve, they are not expected to be excitatory, 
however when they are within the tuning curve they are expected to be excitatory and the 
corresponding threshold detection for such a point would not have a green open circle.  The 
absence of a green open circle also can result from elevated noise.  For G237u5, of 12 plateau 
thresholds detected, nine were clean (with green open circles).  For the other three, the noise 
floor recorded by the microphone was high enough to have crossed the threshold tuning curve, 
thus could have contributed to the plateau response.  G319u8 had seven clean plateau thresholds 
out of nine.  G254u7 had nine clean plateau thresholds out of sixteen.  Reporting from our total 
data set: of the 38 ANFs that contained a plateau threshold detection, in nine subharmonics or 
noise could have been responsible for the entire plateau. Nine plateau-containing tuning curves 
(8 ANFs) were fully free from subharmonic distortion. 
 
3.3 Comparison to normative population data 
 
In Figure 19, we describe the spontaneous rates and CF thresholds of the ANF firing patterns in 
our study.  We compare these properties in units that did and did not contain plateaus and also 




for the 43 ANFs in our study are in Figure 19A. Over half of the ANFs had spontaneous rate less 
than 10 spikes/second, and a third had spontaneous rate less than one.  This distribution of 
spontaneous rate is consistent with previous findings in the gerbil (Schmiedt, 1989; Ohlemiller 
and Echteler, 1990; Muller, 1996), who also showed a large grouping of very low spontaneous 
rate fibers.  High spontaneous rate fibers had lower CF thresholds, also consistent with previous 
findings in the gerbil (Schmiedt, 1989; Ohlemiller and Echteler, 1990). 
 Our lowest thresholds were 10 dB higher than those of Ohlemiller and Echteler, and our 
distribution of CF thresholds lay between 10 and 60 dB SPL, ~ 20 dB higher than the range of 
CF thresholds reported by Muller (1996) and Schmiedt(1989).  However, Ohlemiller and Seigel 
(1994) observed that two of 65 tuning curves had thresholds of 50 dB SPL, closer to our 60 dB 
maximum.  Muller (1996) and Schmiedt (1989) both also had several tuning curves with 
thresholds near 60 dB SPL.  The threshold elevation in our results compared to others might 
suggest that our preparations were either not as healthy or that the animal’s head was not kept as 
warm, since cool temperature is known to give rise to threshold elevations (Ohlemiller and 
Siegel, 1992; Ohlemiller and Siegel, 1994). It is notable that the gebil CAP thresholds in our lab 
are typically at least 20 dB SPL (from 5 to 25 kHz) and often ~ 30 dB SPL, as opposed to the ~ 
10 dB SPL CAP threshold reported in the study of Ohlemiller and Siegel(1992).  Thus, there 
might be systematic differences in such things as the way sound level was measured or the strain 






Figure 19. Basic metrics related to the ANF.  (A) CF threshold versus spontaneous rate,  (B) Spontaneous rate 




Figure 19B and C differentiate data depending on whether a supra-CF plateau was 
observed.  The relationship between the spontaneous rate and CF is shown in Figure 19B, and 
the relationship between CF threshold and CF is in Figure 19C.  The data from ANFs with / 
without a plateau are denoted with black dots and magenta Xs respectively.  (As noted above, 
five ANFs had tuning curves that showed a plateau in some runs but not in others.  Those ANFs 
have one data point (black dot) representing a tuning curve with a plateau and one data point 
(magenta Xs) representing a tuning curve without a plateau in the same figure.)  The two groups 
overlap both in spontaneous rate and CF threshold.  Except for the presence / absence of plateau 
detection, the ANFs are similar in the two groups.  This similarity, and the fact that the plateau 
was detected at SPLs close to the maximum our sound system could deliver, leads us to believe 
that the ANFs that did not show a plateau threshold would likely have shown one if the SPL 
could have been raised just slightly. 
Our population data are sparser than in the studies of Muller (1996), Schmiedt (1989) and 
Ohlemiller and Echteler (1990).  Ohlemiller and Echteler (1990) pooled their data from 361 
ANFs from 50 animals; Schmiedt (1989) pooled from 245 ANFs and Muller (1996) pooled from 
523 ANFs.  Because our objective was to determine whether the supra-CF plateau of BM motion 
was coded in the ANF, we gathered adequate data to establish that result.  Except for the CF 
threshold elevation, which can be attributed to reasonable causes as noted above, our results are 





3.4 Supra-CF plateau in ANF 
 
ANF plateau-specific metrics are presented in Figure 20.  We show: A the frequency distance 
between the lowest plateau frequency and the CF, B the ratio of the lowest plateau frequency to 
the CF, C the median SPL of the detected plateau thresholds and D the dB difference between 
the plateau and the CF tip.  Results from our data are in the black dots; the meaning of the 
colored symbols will be explained shortly.  Panels A and B illustrate the frequency separation 
between CF and the beginning of the plateau, A as a difference (in kHz) and B as a ratio.  From 
B, the ratio is generally less than two for ANFs with CF > 2 to 3 kHz.  For ANFs of CF ~ 1-2 
kHz, the ratio is usually between two and three.  Panel A presents the same information in B, and 
where the ratio is quite flat in B (CFs > ~2.5 kHz), the difference plotted in A increases linearly 
with frequency, thus increases steeply when plotted on a logarithmic frequency scale.   The 
variation in ratio with CF illustrated in B can be attributed to the relative steepness of the high-
frequency side of the tuning curve of mid and high-CF ANFs compared to that of low-CF ANFs.  
It is analogous and comparable to chinchilla ANFs’ upper limb bandwidth (Temchin et al., 2008).  
Panel C shows the threshold SPL of the plateau and D the difference between this SPL and the 
SPL of the tuning curve tip.  From C the threshold SPL of the plateau was usually 110-130 dB 
SPL, except for the highest CF ANFs (~ 20 kHz and greater) for which the plateau threshold 
typically occurred at ~ 100 dB SPL.  There is one low-CF plateau threshold at 90 dB SPL.  This 
tuning curve is easy to identify in Figure 12 panel A and except for the low plateau threshold, it 
is similar to the other low-CF tuning curves.  The difference between the plateau and tip 




tip threshold has substantial variability.  Thus the panel C results appear to be a more 
informative metric than D for representing the plateau threshold.   
 
 
Figure 20. Metrics specific to the supra-CF plateau of the ANF and BM.   
(A) (Lowest plateau frequency – CF) versus CF, (B) (Lowest plateau frequency/CF) versus CF, (C) ANF 
plateau thresholds versus CF, (D) (ANF Plateau SPL – tip SPL) versus CF, (E) BM motion tuning curves 
compiled from literature.   
VBM = basilar membrane velocity; XBM = basilar membrane displacement. Ren and Nuttals’ (2001) BM 
tuning data was obtained in a gerbil. All the others were obtained in chinchillas.  BM tuning curves: CF = 13 
kHz, Threshold = 50 dB SPL (Ren and Nuttall, 2001);  CF = 6.3 kHz, Threshold = 27 dB SPL (Rhode, 2005); 
CF = 6.7 kHz, Threshold = 26 dB SPL (Rhode, 2007); CF = 9.5 kHz, Threshold = 13.3 dB SPL (Ruggero et al., 





4. Discussion: Plateau Auditory Nerve Fiber Response  
 
4.1 Comparison of ANF plateaus to BM plateaus 
 
This study’s objective was to determine whether the plateau in BM motion responses was coded 
in the ANF responses.  For the purposes of comparison, Figure 20E shows BM  ―isodisplacement‖ 
and ―isovelocity‖ tuning curves from the literature.  We show them on a linear frequency scale 
so that the plateau region is emphasized.  The BM tuning curves were extracted from BM input-
output functions in the publications referenced in the legend.  The color-coding in Figure 20E 
identifies particular data sets.  The symbol-coding identifies whether the tuning curve was 
constructed based on BM displacement or BM velocity.  We found BM tuning curves from BM 
response curves using the method described by Ruggero et al (2000).  Briefly, in a set of BM 
responses at different levels, we chose a ―response threshold‖, for example, a 1 nm displacement.  
Then, the SPL required to elicit the 1 nm displacement at each frequency was estimated. Plotting 
SPLs versus frequency resulted in a BM equal-displacement response curve or equivalently a 
BM tuning curve.  The ―response threshold‖ (1 nm in this example) is somewhat arbitrary, but a 
reasonable value would be based on the CF threshold SPL of a known ANF tuning curve whose 
CF was the same as that of the BM measurement.  In the curves presented in Figure 20E, in 
Narayan et al’s (1998) chinchilla data, BM tuning curves were obtained by matching the BM 
tuning curve CFs to chinchilla ANFs from the same animal, as in their original study.  In our 




(2005; 2007), the BM threshold was chosen by matching the BM responses to a gerbil ANF 
tuning curve in our data set.  (Ren and Nuttall’s BM data were the only gerbil data available for 
making a BM tuning curve that extended into the plateau region.)  Because ANF thresholds vary 
over a range of ~ 50 dB SPL, a substantial range of BM tuning curves can result from a single set 
of BM responses.  The BM response is nonlinear, so these BM tuning curves will not be simply 
vertically offset from each other.  However, the plateau region of BM motion is linear, and 
choosing a threshold value of 10 nm rather than 1 nm will result in a 20 dB increase in the 
plateau region SPL in the resulting BM tuning curve.  In the example curves of Figure 20E, to 
achieve the matching between BM responses and an ANF tuning curve required BM motion 
thresholds of 1, 2.7, 6 and 16 nm.  The BM data all come from the base and are within the 6 to 
12 kHz CF region. 
The metrics identified in Figure 20A-D can also be found from BM tuning curves, and 
these are included, using the color and symbol coding from Figure 20E.  The relationship 
between plateau frequency and CF in panels A and B are the same for BM and ANF tuning 
curves – the colored and black dot symbols overlie each other.  The plateau values in Figure 20C 
give the most important comparison for the purposes of this study.  Using the gerbil data from 
Ren and Nuttal, the BM plateau (red symbols) was found to be ~ 110 dB SPL when the threshold 
we used was 1 nm BM displacement and ~100 dB SPL when the threshold we used was 60 mm/s 
BM velocity.  In this one case the BM plateau was only slightly lower than our typical ANF 
plateau. In the chinchilla data, the BM motion plateaus range from ~ 85 to 100 dB SPL. This is 
in general lower than the ~ 120 dB SPL value we found was needed for exciting the ANF near 




results – that the BM motion plateau is lower than the ANF plateau – is in agreement with the 
observations of Ruggero et al (2000), in which they noted that the ANF did not contain a plateau 
at SPLs where one would be expected based on the BM data.  This comparison confirms the 
notion that BM motions of a size that is excitatory to the ANF in the peak region is not excitatory 
in the plateau region.   
To conclude, in this study supra-CF ANF plateaus were detected, typically at ~ 110 to 
120 dB SPL.  In the chinchilla ANF measurements, the probing SPL might not have been  high 
enough to detect a plateau response, but in a recent model such a plateau has been assumed: 
Temchin et al. (2011) constructed synthetic transfer functions of the chinchilla cochlea from 
ANF tuning curves and signal front delays measured from click responses.  In order for their 
synthetic transfer functions to predict the features of cochlear mechanical vibrations, a supra-CF 
plateau was artificially created in their chinchilla ANF tuning curves, even though the ANF 
plateau had not been observed.  The artificial ANF plateaus were 90 dB larger than their CF 
thresholds.  This constraint of their model is approximately in line with our empirically-
determined plateau levels in gerbil.  Approximately half of the ANFs in Figure 20D had a 
plateau level that was 80 to 100 dB greater than that of their CF.  However, the other half of the 
ANFs had a plateau to tip difference less than 80 dB.  It is possible that the plateau levels we 
recorded were biased because the acoustic ceiling prevented a complete survey in sound pressure 
levels above 120 dB SPL.  Also, our CF thresholds were ~ 20 dB higher than what had been 
found by others in gerbil and with more data, we might extend our CF thresholds to lower SPLs.  




As noted previously, investigations have stated that the ANF plateau was absent 
(Narayan et al., 1998; Ruggero et al., 2000; van der Heijden and Joris, 2003; Temchin et al., 
2008).  Temchin and colleagues noted that neural plateaus were not detected at levels where they 
would be expected based on the size of the BM response, and in fact were never found, even at 
sound levels sometimes as high as 90 dB above the CF threshold.  However, that study was not 
designed to look for the plateau response and they did not pursue the question – in particular, the 
maximum SPL delivered was always less than 100 dB SPL.  Based on our results and their own 
more recent analysis, with a slightly higher SPL the plateau would likely have been detected.  In 
the literature, there are hints of supra-CF plateaus; we are not the first to observe it.  Muller 
(1996) presented a handful of gerbil ANF tuning curves that appeared to contain supra-CF 
plateaus, usually at SPLs between 90 and 100 dB SPL.  Several ANF tuning curves of the cat and 
the mouse appeared to have a short plateau (Liberman, 1978; Taberner and Liberman, 2005). A 
clear plateau was observed and noted in CM responses in gerbil (Schmiedt and Zwislocki, 1977).  
These previous observations lend further credence to our observation of supra-CF plateau 
responses.  
 
4.2 Implications for mechanics 
 
Previous results from joint BM-ANF measurements in chinchilla showed that the BM plateau 
motion needed for ANF excitation, if the plateau region was ever excitatory, must be larger in 




much bigger.  The results we present here clearly show that at high enough SPL, the supra-CF 
region does excite the ANF.   Based on the comparison data in Figure 20C, we can roughly 
estimate that the BM motion that is excitatory in the supra-CF region is approximately a factor of 
10 larger than the motion that is excitatory in the peak.   
Because longitudinal differential motions are not present in the BM plateau, complete 
absence of an ANF plateau would suggest that longitudinal differential motions are necessary to 
ANF excitation.  On the other hand, presence of an ANF plateau, at a level corresponding to an 
existing BM plateau, would suggest differential motions are not necessary. Our detection of an 
ANF plateau, at a level higher than a corresponding BM plateau, suggests that longitudinal 
differential motions help in increasing the sensitivity.   
Between BM motion and ANF responses lies hair cell excitation. Several theoretical 
studies have explored the relationship between BM and hair bundle motion, and this relationship 
is far from well understood (Neely and Kim, 1986; Steele and Lim, 1999; Cai and Chadwick, 
2003; Cai et al., 2004; Steele and Puria, 2005; Reichenbach and Hudspeth, 2010).  These models 
and in vitro experimental results (Nowotny and Gummer, 2006) indicate that BM motion is not a 
direct predictor of hair bundle motion.  For example, the model developed by Chadwick and 
colleagues shows a frequency-dependent sheer gain that quantifies the amount of hair bundle 
bending due to BM deflection (Cai and Chadwick, 2003; Cai et al., 2004).  Such a model could 
be employed to explore whether the sheer gain is different in the plateau versus the traveling 
wave frequency region, and the results presented here inform and constrain such efforts. It was a 
mystery as to why the supra-CF region was not excitatory, and the results here, that it was 




advance our understanding of the micromechanical interface between BM motion and hair cell 






5. Subharmonic Response in Intracochlear Pressure 




In the work above we reported that we observed a supra-CF plateau in the ANF response.  We 
also noted that at high stimulus levels, subharmonics of the stimulus were observed in the ear 
canal pressure.  Consistent with previous reports, these subharmonics, at half of the fundamental 
frequencies, appeared to be generated by nonlinear mechanics of the eardrum at high stimulus 
levels.  In the guinea pig and the chinchilla, subharmonics had been reported to emerge at SPLs 
between 110 and 130 dB SPL (Dallos and Linnell, 1966c, a, b) and our detection threshold in the 
gerbil was similar.  These eardrum-produced subharmonics will radiate as sound pressure inward 
to the cochlea and outward into the ear canal, as depicted in Figure 21 B.  For our ANF study, 
subharmonics were a potential problem because if they were large enough to be excitatory, a 





Figure 21. Schematic of the ear canal, middle ear and an uncoiled cochlea, illustrating 
subharmonic generation.  
(A) depicts a normal sound stimulus in the ear canal, Pec, which would cause eardrum 
vibration, which in turn would produce sound pressure within the cochlea in the scala 
vestibuli, Psv.  (B) depicts a subharmonic generated by eardrum vibration and leading to Pec 
and Psv at the subharmonic frequency.  (C) shows the ear canal pressures needed to stimulate 
an ANF in blue and simultaneously recorded ear canal subharmonics in red triangles. To 
know whether the subharmonics  measured in the ear canal would be excitatory, we need to 







The middle ear transmission of stimulus fundamentals, from the ear canal into the scala 
vestibuli, close to the stapes, is known to be linear with ear canal driving pressure up to at least 
90 dB in the gerbil (Dong and Olson, 2006).  In the current work, the observation of linearity 
was extended to at least ~ 110 dB ((Huang et al., 2010) and manuscript in preparation).  Hence, 
given the size of the ear canal fundamentals, the size of intracochlear fundamentals can be 
predicted using the middle ear transfer function.  For instance, the ear canal pressure denoted by 
the blue curve, or a tuning curve, in Figure 21C, multiplied by the middle ear transfer function 
yields the intracochlear pressure that leads to hair cell excitation.  However, for subharmonics, 
the relationship between the ear canal pressure (Pec) and the intracochlear pressure (Psv) was 
previously unknown. Subharmonics’ Pec and Psv relationship, akin to a transfer function, would 
allow us to determine the size of intracochlear subharmonics by looking at Pec and predict 
whether they would lead to excitation.  This motivated us to directly measure inside the cochlea 
to find the Pec and Psv relationship for subharmonics.  
In this section, we described our methodology and quantified the Pec and Psv relationship 
for subharmonics.  Most importantly, we found that the ratio between Pec and Psv for 
subharmonics is approximately the same as the ratio for the fundamentals.  With this information, 
it is appropriate to treat the ear canal subharmonics in Figure 21C as though they were ear canal 
fundamentals similar in size.  Thus, if the subharmonics, denoted by the red triangles, were 
within the tuning curve, they would be expected to produce an excitatory input to the cochlea, 
resulting in false-positive plateau detection.  Otherwise, they were not expected to be large 
enough to lead to excitation, and the plateau detection, open green circle, can be attributed to the 





5.2 Experimental methods 
 
The stapes footplate plunges in and out to convert mechanical vibrations of the middle ear into 
intracochlear fluid pressure behind the stapes footplate.  This fluid pressure drives the 
mechanical vibrations of the BM and leads to hair cell excitation.   
Measurements of subharmonics in the cochlea were achieved by two direct 
measurements in the cochlea: intracochlear fluid pressure measurement and BM velocity 
measurements.  The BM velocity was performed with a Laser-Doppler vibrometer whose laser 
beam could be pointed at one location on the BM to extract the velocity of the BM at the laser 
beam location.  The BM velocity measurement verified the findings in the intracochlear pressure 
measurement because pressure leads to the BM velocity.  
Miniature pressure sensors that were ~125 microns in diameter were hand built.  A 
reflective gold membrane that was glued to the end of an optical fiber flexed with varying 
pressure and modulated the amount of light that was returned to the optical fiber.  These fiber-
optic based pressure sensors had been previously established and used extensively in our lab 
(Olson, 1998).  The experimental methods and surgical procedures were also very similar to 
those that have been used previously (Dong and Olson, 2009).  A hole was made near the stapes 
in the bony exterior shell of the cochlea to gain access to the scala vestibuli.  A pressure sensor 




A commercially available Laser-Doppler vibrometer (Polytec, Germany) was used to 
measure the velocity of the BM at one location.  Through the round window, there was an 
unobstructed view of the first half turn of the BM.  The objective beam of the Laser-Doppler 
vibrometer was focused on the BM through the round window membrane.   Figure 22 shows the 
location of the pressure sensor and the focus spot of the Laser-Doppler vibrometer.  Procedures 








Figure 22.  (A) Cross section of a gerbil cochlea, with an SV pressure sensor.   (B) Enlarged and 
rotated view of the basal turn showing the pressure sensor in SV and the focus of the Laser from a 
Laser-Doppler vibrometer.  
The scala vestibuli (SV) pressure sensor is inserted adjacent to the stapes, which is not in view, and 
a cross section of the sensor is shown to indicate its position in panel (A).  BM velocity was 
measured by a Laser-Doppler vibrometer whose laser beam was directed through the round 
window membrane (RWM) and focused on the basilar membrane (BM).  IHC: inner hair cell.  
OHC: outer hair cell. TM: tectorial membrane.  SV: scala vestibuli.  SM: scala media. Adapted 







The original acoustic configuration was capable of delivering ~120 dB SPL over a 
limited range of frequencies.  Modifications were made to our acoustic system to allow 
operations at higher SPLs.  To produce high SPL stimuli, a custom-made audio amplifier based 
on National Semiconductor LM3875 replaced the TDT HB7 amplifier. The microphone signal 
from the B&K post amplifier was attenuated to improve the signal’s high SPL linearity.   The 
modifications allowed the acoustic system to be linear in producing and recording tones in a 
cavity at 140 dB SPL from 1 to 20 kHz. Sound levels of 100 dB SPL were attainable over a 40 
kHz range. 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
 
Three animals were used for this study and the results obtained from these three animals were 
similar.  In one of the three animals (wg148), most of the data were collected post-mortem but 
subharmonic responses were similar to the other two.  The stimulus step size of 10 dB was used 
in this study. 
 
5.3.1 Speaker ouput at high SPL 
 
The speaker used for the experiments was tested in a cavity to verify that the subharmonics 




sound pressure spectrum measured inside the cavity was shown in Figure 23A.  Inside the test 
cavity, no detectable subharmonics were found above the noise level at any stimulus level and 
frequency up to 140 dB.   
For comparison purposes, an in vivo ear canal pressure spectrum was shown in Figure 
23B.  Evident in the spectrum is the subharmonic that occurred at frequency fo x 0.5.  In a gerbil 
ear canal, subharhomonics were usually accompanied by their harmonics, at frequencies fo x 1, 
fo x 1.5,  fo x 2, fo x 2.5, …etc.  These harmonics of subharmonics were also totally absent in a 
cavity. 
Noise floor was higher at some stimulus frequencies both in a cavity setting and in a real 







Figure 23.  Sound pressure spectra measured in (A) a cavity simulating a physiological ear 
canal, (B) the ear canal of animal wg149, with a stimulus tone at 8 kHz 120 dB SPL in both 
cases.   
fo indicates the stimulus fundamental; fo/2 indicates the subharmonic.  Harmonics were also 







5.3.2 Intracochlear pressure 
 
Figure 24 shows the levels of the stimulus fundamentals and the subharmonics that were detected 
in the ear canal pressure (Pec) and scala vestibuli pressure (Psv) at 100, 110 and 120 dB SPL.  In  
animal wg149, subharmonics were completely absent at 100 dB SPL, but emerged abruptly at 
110 dB SPL.  In the other two animals, subharmonics emerged at 120 dB SPL. Subharmonics did 
not occur at every frequency.  The abrupt appearance was consistent with previous findings 
(Dallos and Linnell, 1966b).  Subharmonics did not occur at every stimulus frequency probed.  
As the SPL increased, subhmarmonics appeared at more stimulus frequencies. 
Notice in this figure that, even though the subharmonics (fo/2) were observed when the 
ear was driven at 110 and 120 dB SPL (at fo), the actual levels of subharmonics were at least 20 
dB lower than their fundamentals.  This figure also demonstrates that the scala vestibuli 
subharmonics did not emerge until ear canal subharmonics also emerged.    
The fact that the subharmonics emerged simultaneously in the ear canal and in the 
cochlea was relevant to interpreting ANF tuning curves.  In nine tuning curves, as noted in 
section 3.2, plateau detection occurred without the presence of subharmonics in the ear canal.  
Since the intracochlear subharmonics only occurred simultaneously, in these nine cases, we were 
certain that subharmonics were not responsible for the ANF excitation. In other cases, where 
subharmonics were present in the ear canal, whether they were excitatory was a quantitative 
question.  Based on their size in the ear canal, they appeared to be excitatory in some cases and 






Figure 24.  (A) Ear canal pressure, Pec, and (B) scala vestibuli pressure, Psv, when driven by a speaker 
at 100, 110 and 120 dB SPL inside the ear canal.   
Pressure spectra were screened visually for subharmonics.  At a stimulus frequency where no 
subharmonic was found, the level of the noise floor at the subharmonic frequency was also noted.  
Notice in this figure that the subharmonics were plotted against the stimulus frequencies to show where 
subharmonics were observed. Fundamental frequencies (fo) are shown in the top axis of each panel; the 





The ratio of the scala vestibuli pressure to the ear canal pressure ( Psv / Pec ) for stimulus 
fundamentals indicated the pressure gain provided by the middle ear.  Frequency by frequency 
pressure gain of the middle ear measured within the middle-ear linear range was shown in Figure 
25 and in general was within 20 to 25 dB throughout.  Ratios from three animals, at the level the 
subharmonics began to emerge, are shown.  This result was consistent with previous observation 
of pressure gain in the forward transmission of stimulus fundamentals by the middle ear in gerbil 
up to 90 dB SPL (Dong and Olson, 2006).  The pressure gain of the fundamental response 
obtained in this study was very linear up to at least 110 dB SPL. 
Also shown were the same ratios ( Psv / Pec ) for subharmonics.  Due to the fact that 
subharmonics were not present at every frequency probed, there were fewer data points 
representing the ratio for subharmonics.  The ratios were more variable in size than their 
fundamental counterparts.  However, in general, at SPLs for which subharmonics started to 
emerge, Psv / Pec magnitude ratio of the subharmonics was similar to that of the fundamentals.  
Again, as shown in Figure 24, even though subharmonics appeared only at 110 and 120 dB SPL, 
their levels were in the range within 50 to 100 dB SPL in the ear canal, well within the middle-






Figure 25. The ratio of scala vestibuli pressure to ear canal pressure (Psv/Pec) of animal wg143, wg148 and 
wg149.  
Subharmonics appeared at a stimulus level of 120 dB SPL for wg143 and wg148 and at a stimulus level of 110 
dB for wg149.  Psv/Pec at the subharmonic frequency, fo/2, were measured when the ear canal was driven at 
110 dB SPL (blue circles) and at 120 dB SPL (green circles), the stimulus levels for which subharmonics 
emerged.  Psv/Pec at the fundamental frequencies was also shown (red x).  Notice that the subharmonics were 
plotted at their own frequencies to allow direct comparisons to the fundamentals. 
 
  
The subharmonic pressure ratio was similar to the fundamental at the level where the 
subharmonics emerged (110 dB SPL in this animal, wg149, 120 dB SPL in the other two animals) 
and this ratio was elevated by ~ 5 dB, when the stimulus level was increased by 10 dB.  This is 
important to our specific objective of knowing how to interpret the ear canal subharmonics as a 
stimulus.  Thus, the following broad-brush statements can be made: First, at stimulus levels 
within ~ 10 dB of the emergence of subharmonics, an ear canal subharmonic can be thought of 




subharmonics in the ear canal, there are no subharmonics in the cochlea; they emerge together, 
suddenly.   
 
5.3.3 Basilar membrane velocity 
 
In addition to intracochlear pressure, we measured the BM velocity subharmonic response.  The 
animal with the most complete data set is wg149 and in this animal, the round window 
membrane was measured in place of the BM because this animal’s round window membrane was 
more opaque than usual.  The opaque round window membrane prevented the laser from 
penetrating the round window membrane and from focusing on the BM for a direct BM velocity 
measurement.  The round window membrane and the BM move in a similar fashion in the very 
base of the cochlea at stimulus frequencies an octave or more below the basal region best 
frequencies (Dong and Olson, 2009).  Hence, the round window membrane velocity 
measurement can be assumed as being approximately equal to the BM velocity for the purpose 
of this study.  The results from the other two animals where the BM velocity was measured were 
similar, but less complete.    
The ratios of the round window membrane velocity to the scala vestibuli pressure ( Vrwm 
/ Psv ) for animal wg149 was plotted for very high stimulus levels up to 140 dB SPL in Figure 26.  
This ratio informs the amount of BM motion driven by the scala vestibuli fluid pressure near the 




The location of the BM measurement (or round window membrane measurement in 
animal wg149) was in the very basal region near the stapes.  Hence, the BM response was mostly 
passive because at medium to low stimulus frequencies, the active region, where a traveling 
wave would peak, was far in the apex.  In this passive region, the BM velocity (or equivalently, 
round window membrane velocity, Vrwm, in animal wg149) in response to stimulus 
fundamentals was linear with scala vestibuli pressure (Psv), consistent with and extending 
previous findings up to 90 dB SPL in gerbil (Dong and Olson, 2009). 
Figure 26 shows that subharmonic Vrwm responded linearly with Psv, similar to its 
fundamental counterpart.  With the only exceptions near 4 kHz and very low frequencies, the 
Vrwm / Psv ratios for the fundamental and subharmonics overlapped throughout the frequency 






Figure 26.  The ratio of round window membrane velocity to scala vestibuli pressure ( Vrwm / 
Psv ) for animal wg149.   









The relationship between the subharmonics in the ear canal and in the cochlea was quantified.  
We showed that at the SPL where subharmonics started to emerge, 
 
                               
                                   
     
                               
                                   
 
 
This relationship allowed us to treat a subharmonic as if it were a stimulus fundamental at 
a subharmonic frequency.   
In addition, the stimulus fundamentals and subharmonics have nearly identical Vrwm / 
Psv relationship, demonstrated that intracochlear fluid pressure at subharmonic frequencies 
drove the BM velocity the same amount as the fundamentals.  This finding indicated that the 
mechanical response of the BM was independent of the original source of generation.  
In summary, based on these two relationships, we can conclude that intracochlear 
responses evoked by middle-ear-generated subharmonics were similar to those evoked by an 
exogenous stimulus at the same frequency.  Hence, we can infer whether subharmonics would be 
of an excitatory level by observing their levels in the ear canal:  an ear canal subharmonic would 
be excitatory only if it was approximately as large or larger than an excitatory stimulus tone at 




6. Future Work 
 
6.1 Phase locking at low stimulus frequencies as a way to check 
for subharmonic response 
6.1.1 Introduction 
 
Although we have shown that subharmonics did not account for our plateau detection in all cases, 
we have also shown cases in which subharmonics would have been excitatory.  In those cases, it 
would be interesting to know if both the subharmonic and the fundamental stimulus were 
contributing to the ANF response, or if one or the other was dominant.  This can be explored 
with phase locking of the ANF response.   
In some sense this is a purely academic question, because at these high SPLs, one really 
should be plugging one's ears.  However, hearing aids do generate 120+ dB SPL sound, and thus, 
from a clinical standpoint, it would be relevant to know whether the subharmonics do act as a 
stimulus.   
Recall that middle-ear-generated subharmonics could contribute to ANF plateau response 
and potentially lead to false positive threshold detection.  In chapter 5, we described our analysis 
of simultaneous measurements of ear canal and intracochlear pressure and BM velocity.  The 




would likely be large enough to lead to AN excitation.  Here we propose to determine whether an 
ANF responded to the stimulus fundamental or subharmonic by observing the ANF’s phase 
locking property.  Phase locking can provide additional information that spike rate alone cannot.  
This second method, even though applicable only to a subset of ANFs with low CFs, can confirm 
the contribution of subharmonics to ANF excitation or the lack thereof.  
Phase locking is a phenomenon where an ANF responds to a stimulus by firing in phase 
with the stimulus.  Phase locking, if it exists, can be observed in a period histogram in which 
individual spikes are aggregated relative to the stimulus phase. Note that the response can be 
phase locked without responding every stimulus cycle.  Spiking every stimulus cycle can only 
occur up to frequencies of ~ 1 kHz, but some degree of phase locking persists up to frequencies 
of ~ 4 kHz in gerbil (Versteegh et al., 2011). 
If subharmonics are the only stimulus that contributes to a plateau response, the ANF 
response would be phase locked to the subharmonic frequencies.  On the other hand, if the 
plateau is entirely due to the stimulus that is free from subharmonic contamination, phase 
locking will only occur at the stimulus frequency.  One downside is that this strategy for 
identifying a response to subharmonics is only applicable to ANFs that respond to frequencies 
that are sufficiently low to exhibit a phase locking behavior.   
Raster plots in Figure 27 illustrates the expected ANF firing pattern, phase locked to the 




The upper frequency bound of this method is the upper limit where phase locking occurs 
(~ 4 kHz in gerbil); the lower frequency bound is the lowest frequency where we can record a 
plateau response. ANFs that have very low CFs are the ideal candidates for this strategy. 
 
6.1.2 Experimental method 
 
The criterion of phase locking was described previously in section 2.5.  Each spike is represented 
as a phasor of magnitude one and phase relative to a test frequency.  Vector strength is a vector 
sum of all the spike-representing phasors.  Vector strength of one means that the phase of each 
spike relative to a test frequency is always the same.  A vector strength of zero means the sum of 
spike phases relative to a test frequency equals zero.  A completely random sequence of spikes 
will result in vector strength close to, but rarely, zero, as random phases more or less cancel each 
other out.  A spike train where individual spikes are always 180 degrees out of phase from each 
other will always have vector strength of zero.   
More importantly, we can use vector strength to check which stimulus frequency an ANF 
is phase locked to.  If the test frequency we use to compute the vector strength is the stimulus 
frequency, a vector strength value of one will result regardless whether phase locking occurs at 
the stimulus frequency or at the subharmonic frequency.  If the test frequency for vector strength 
is half of the stimulus frequency (assuming only this most prominent even-order subharmonic 




phase locking to the stimulus frequency.  This allows us to discriminate between the frequencies 
an ANF is phase locked to. 
 
As an example, using the illustration in Figure 27, vector strength of the ANF’s firing 
pattern in panel A with the test frequency of 100 Hz would yield ~1, but that with the test 
frequency of 50 Hz would yield ~0 because the spikes would be 180 out of phase from each 
other within each test frequency cycle.  In panel B, vector strength of the firing pattern with test 









Figure 27.  Computer simulation of raster plot showing phase 
locking to A) the stimulus frequency, B) a subharmonic of the 
stimulus at half of the stimulus frequency.   
The red curve shows the stimulus waveform at the fundamental 
frequency, 100 Hz, and the green curve shows the waveform at a 
subharmonic frequency, 50 Hz. Vector strength can be used to 




















































































































6.1.3 Preliminary results 
 
Within our data set, we did not find any ANF in which phase locking was present in the plateau.  
Because many spikes were usually required in order for vector strength to be statistically 
significant (i.e., Rayleigh test > 13.8), the number of spikes collected by our tracking algorithm 
was usually too small for vector strength to be significant.  (Rayleigh test = 2n(VS)
2
; n, number 
of spike; VS, vector strength. (Furman et al., 2006))  In our data set, there were seven ANFs that 
had minimum plateau frequencies below 4 kHz, the phase locking limit in gerbil: one at 1.86 
kHz, one at 2.43 kHz, the remaining five between 3 kHz and 4 kHz.  Any phase locking was 
expected to be small at these frequencies and was not readily apparent in their plateau firing 
patterns, given the very small number of spikes recorded. 
We were able to calculate vector strength from the spikes we collected during acquisition 
of rate-level functions for some ANFs.   
Two ANFs (CF = 2.15 kHz and 7.25 kHz) showed phase lock within their CF or lower-
than-CF region.  Their plateaus were in the non-phase-lock region and their vector strength 
confirmed the non-phase-lock at both fundamental and subharmonic frequencies.  The lack of 
phase lock at their plateau frequencies confirmed the lack of CM or electrical pick-up noise 
contamination.  Unfortunately, it could not tell us whether subharmonics were the source of 
excitation because the plateau subharmonics in these two ANFs were too high in frequency to 




For completeness, the tuning curves, firing rates and vector strength of these two ANFs 






Figure 28.  Phase locking of two ANFs (CF = 2.15 kHz and 7.25 kHz).   
Amount of phase locking was quantified by vector strength with test frequencies at stimulus fundamental, fo, 
and at subharmonic frequency, fo/2.  The shaded purple region indicates neural responses that were phase 





In this chapter, we demonstrated that we have the methods and analysis programs set up 
to determine the source of plateau excitation. However, we require more low frequency ANFs to 
carry out further analysis. 
 
 
6.2 The longitudinal differential motion hypothesis 
 
We quantitatively compared the ANF plateau levels we detected to the BM plateau levels in the 
literature.  The comparison suggested that the wave pattern of the BM motion that occurred near 
the peak helped in increasing the sensitivity of the hair cell excitation.  At the present time, no 
empirical evidence directly proves this inferred finding.  Going forward, it would further our 
understanding of micromechanics to test the hypothesis that the wave pattern, or more 
specifically, the longitudinal differential motion, that occurs within the traveling wave peak 
region facilitates the excitation of the inner hair cells.  Can this hypothesis be tested? 
One possibility is to manipulate an excised section of organ of Corti with a ―micro 
clamp‖, while measuring the inner hair cell responses in vitro.  Clamping the organ of Corti in 
the longitudinal direction while allowing it to fold in a controlled fashion can simulate the wave 
motion; clamping in the apical-basal direction can simulate the plateau motion.  If the inner hair 




the apical-basal clamping, the wave motion is very likely a key component in the inner hair cell 
excitation.    
Another possibility can be an in vivo measurement where the properties of the organ of 
Corti can be manipulated so that the traveling wave motion at the measurement location can turn 
into a plateau motion in real time.  Transgenic mice with organ of Corti mechanical properties 
that can be altered by chemical reactions or photon ablation might offer a platform for such in 
vivo measurement. On a related note, to ensure that the hair cells do not act as a (refuted) 
―second filter‖, the hair cells and their surround structures can perhaps in the future be 
engineered to be place-frequency independent and to have a flat frequency response. 
Furthermore, it is possible that the fluid flow caused by the differential motion provides a 
key component to the deflection of the inner hair cell stereocilia.  Mathematical models that take 
into account the longitudinally interacting fluid flow within the tunnel of Corti currently do not 







When sound is received by the ear, in response to the sound, the organ of Corti complex inside 
the cochlea vibrates and the amplitude of the vibration peaks at locations along the sensory tissue 
that depend on the frequency components of the sound.  The mechanical vibration was encoded 
by the hair cells and transmitted via the ANFs. The BM motion in the plateau region, more apical 
to the peak region, was first observed empirically ~40 years ago (Rhode, 1971; Robles and 
Ruggero, 2001).  Even though proposed mechanisms thus far predicted that the BM plateau 
motion would lead to corresponding ANF plateau responses, ANF plateau responses had never 
been observed and were thought to be non-existent before this study. 
Although there were three reports in which hints of the ANF plateaus were presented 
without elaboration because they were not the focus of the reports, we were the first to formally 
study the ANF plateau.  We found that the ANF plateau did exist and this finding refuted 
previous observations that the plateau mode of motion was not excitatory to the hair cell. 
We quantitatively compared the ANF plateau levels to the BM plateau levels. The 
comparison suggested that the wave pattern of the BM motion that occurred near the peak helped 
in increasing the sensitivity of the hair cell excitation.  This information contributed to solving a 
mystery of cochlear micromechanics, where exact mechanisms that lead to hair cell excitation 
are still not known. 
As a second part of this investigation, we characterized the middle ear’s generation of 




and was related to micromechanics, the results of the subharmonic characterization were very 
relevant to the design of hearing aids.  At the present time, nonlinear behavior of the middle ear 
is rarely considered, but should deserve more attention in the future.  We demonstrated that it can 
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9.1 Hardware/software interface 
 
TDT System III: 
 
Stimulus waveforms are formulated within Matlab and loaded into the memory modules of the 
TDT system III components, which generates the actual speaker-driving voltages. Incoming 
analog voltages are converted and processed digitally in Matlab.  Key components of TDT 
microprocessors are 
RX6: digital signal processor with digital to analog (DAC) outputs and analog to digital (ADC) 
inputs.  It generates all the stimuli and the search noise for the experiments.  It also records 
the ear-canal microphone voltages.  
RV8: an event timer that records the timings of pulses to 40ns accuracy.  Action potentials are 
processed first by the Peak Discriminator so that the peak location of each action potential is 
represented by a single pulse, whose timing is subsequently recorded by RV8. 
PA5: a programmable attenuator that controls the level or the output voltages.  It is used to 
control the sound pressure of the stimulus. 




9.2 Peak Discriminator 
 
The function of the Peak Discriminator is to determine if a spike (an action potential) is present. 
If a spike is present, the timing of the spike is also determined. 
 
9.2.1 Operation and design  
 
Channel 1, the only input to the Peak Discriminator, takes in the AC amplified and filtered glass 
electrode signal from Grass P511 amplifier. 
 
A noise floor is always present in the signal from the glass pipette and its overall level fluctuates 
depending on the impedance of the glass pipette electrode. The ―Threshold Adjust‖ knob sets a 
threshold below which the waveforms are categorized as noise and ignored by the Peak 
Discriminator. Only the waveforms above the set threshold are considered as a spike.  
 
The value of the knob-adjusted threshold, in Volts, can be accurately monitored via the Peak 
Discriminator’s Channel 2, labeled ―Threshold Monitor‖ and displayed on an oscilloscope. This 
Threshold value is to be set right above the noise floor with the ―Threshold Adjust‖ knob to 





The output of Channel 3, labeled ―Threshold‖, is a series of square pulses whose rising edges 
mark the timing of the signal waveform crossing the ―Threshold‖. This channel is used to trigger 
an oscilloscope so the waveforms of action potentials can be conveniently locked on the screen 
of the oscilloscope. 
 
The timing of the spikes is represented by square pulses. The timing of the peak of each spike is 
represented as the rising edge of a square pulse via Channel 4, labeled ―Peak‖. This timing is 







Figure A1 (A). Fake spikes are generated artificially by 
Sony Tektronix Function Generator (Func:USR2) to 
illustrate the functionality of the Peak Discriminator.  
 Green: “Input” 
 Yellow: “Threshold Monitor” 
 Blue: “Threshold” 
 Red: “Peak”  
 
 
Figure A1 (B). Adjustable “Threshold Monitor” is set 





Figure A1 (C). Zoomed in version of Figure A1 (A). The 
rising edge of the blue pulse (Threshold) marks the time 
when the fake spike, green, crosses the yellow line 
(Threshold Monitor). The rising edge of the red pulse 
marks the peak of the fake spike. The falling edges of the 
red and blue pulses shift in time depending on the level of 






Green: Channel1 ―Input‖, input to the Peak Discriminator. 
Yellow: Channel2 ―Threshold Monitor‖, below which level the input voltages are deemed noise 
and ignored.  
Blue: Channel3 ―Threshold‖, whose rising edges are where the input voltages rise above 
―threshold Monitor‖. 
Red: Channel4 ―Peak‖, whose rising edges are the location of the spike.  
 
 
9.2.2 Modifications to the original design 
 
The Peak Discriminator is very similar to Prof. Laurel Carney’s original design. Three 
modifications have been made in the version currently in use to improve its performance and 
robustness. 
 
Modification 1: An inverter is added to invert the polarity of the incoming spikes. In rare 
occasions, action potentials can appear to be inverted with their onsets entirely negative.  When 
the setting of this input inverter is on ―+‖, the polarity of the signal is non-inverted.  The inverted 




inverting amplifier path. The difference in time delay between the inverted and non-inverted 
setting is measured to be less than 0.5 microseconds.  This amount of delay could be negligible 
because the variation in DELAY_RV8 could be as much as +- 0.3 microseconds between 
consecutive trials. 
 
Modification 2: An output buffer added to Channel 4. A buffer amplifier (Gain = 1) is added to 
the final output stage. The final output stage in the Peak Discriminator is a flip-flop circuit and 
becomes unstable at times. The instability in the flip-flop stage causes the falling edge of its 
square pulses to bounce or oscillate 1 extra time before settling. RV8 usually erroneously 
registers this spurious bounce.  
 
It is conceivable that the high output impedance in the flip-flop circuit is mismatched to the high 
input impedance of the RV8. A buffer amplifier’s high input impedance and low output 
impedance fixes this problem. 
 
Modification 3: shielded cables are used for the input signal pathway to isolate electrical pick up 







In order to get accurate spike timing, we use a method in which the timing of the event from the 
spike discriminator can be recorded to 40 ns accuracy.  This employs a TDT event timer (RV8), 
working in concert with the TDT AD (RX6) and the TDT ZBus, which coordinates the different 
TDT devices.  This micro-timing technique was developed in Laurel Carney’s lab and further 
adapted in our lab, as described below.  This section describes some technical details.       
 
9.3.1 Timing of the spikes 
 
The ―Time Slop‖ problem of the TDT System III: 
 
The sampling frequency of the RX6 and RP2.1 of TDT System III is set to 200kHz, (actual 
195312l.5 Hz) or equivalent to a sampling period of 5.12x10
-6
 seconds or 5.12 microseonds.  
 
These two components, even though connected and synchronized by TDT zBus, can have as 
much as ~5 microseconds of time slop between the two components. One of the two 
aforementioned components, even when triggered simultaneously, can start acquiring data from 





The time slop between the two components is different every time the TDT system is booted and 
stays fixed as long as the TDT system is not rebooted. The time slop can be measured with a 
―timetest‖ program, which sends out the same waveform to the inputs of both RX6 and RP2.1 
simultaneously and checks for the time difference in the incoming wavefroms. The time slop can 
later be accounted for. 
 
9.3.2 Alternative (inferior) timing methods 
 
RV8 has a trigger input (TRIG) which can be used to start a timing operation. Both RV8 and 
RX6 can be synchronized and initiated with a zBus trigger. However, these methods are subject 
to large ―time slops‖. In some cases, more than 1 microsecond difference could be observed 
between trials. Large ―time slops‖ can easily upset spike timings and hence, Microtiming 
Method has to be adopted. 
 
9.3.3 Event timer RV8  
 





To accurately record the timings of ANF spikes, TDT RV8 is used to time the spikes with up to 
40 nanosecond resolution. RV8 is an event timer, which works differently from other TDT DAC 
or ADC microprocessors, such as RX6. The adjustable sampling rate of the RV8 circuits is set to 
100kHz, (actual rate 97656.25Hz). The number of components in the circuits diagram, which is 
represented in a .rpx file, limits the sampling rate to 100kHz at most. This sampling rate is 
equivalent to a sampling period of 1.024x10
-5
 second or 10.24 microsecond.  
 
RV8 runs continuously and only operates within the most current sampling period in time. If an 
event, or a pulse, happens, RV8 will register the event and the time of the event.  The event time 
is always the interval between the beginning of the current sampling period and the event. Note: 








Figure A2.  Illustration on how RV8 registers an event. The resolution of the TimeStamp is determined 
by the internal clock speed of RV8 and cannot be changed. Changing the sampling period does not 
change the resolution. Because the sampling period in .rpx circuits diagram is set to 10.24 
microseconds, there are 256 discernable time intervals in each sampling period that an event can be 
assigned to. RV8 assigns an event to the closest time interval within each sampling period and 
produces a TimeStamp value for the event. The maximum possible TimeStamp value is the sampling 
period – 0.04 microsecond. (The original figure is in “RV8microtiming plots2.xls”) NOTE: If there are 






Each TimeStamp is referenced to the beginning of its sampling period, a way of tracking 
sampling periods in sequence is therefore required in order to time occurrences that last longer 
than 10.24 microseconds.  A reference pulse is artificially created to provide a time of reference 
or a T zero. A counter is set up to count the number of sampling periods between the reference 
pulse and the event. The following equation gives the time of the event relative to T zero: 
 
Time_Event_re_Ref.Pulse = TimeStamp_Event - TimeStamp_Ref.Pulse + #Sample Period since 
Ref.Pulse x Sample Period 
 
This computation is performed in real time by the RV8 microprocessor. The software ―circuit 
diagram‖ loaded into the RV8 microprocessor is shown in Figure A3. Input port 4 (BitNum = 3, 
Port C4 on a PP16) is dedicated to receiving the reference pulse. Input port 2 (BitNum = 1, Port 
C2 on a PP16) is dedicated to receiving the timing of ANF spikes. ―TimeStamp‖ container in the 
circuits diagram stores the timings of events; ―Events‖ container stores the number of events 
detected by RV8. The circuits diagram of RV8 is kept to minimal functionality to maximize its 
sampling rate (at 100 kHz) and designed to only compute the timing of each spike relative to the 





 Each ANF action potential or each spike is an event. Before each stimulus tone is presented by 
RX6, RX6 sends to RV8 a reference pulse to which all the spikes that occur during the 
subsequent recording period, usually 100 milliseconds in duration, will be referenced. 
 
The TDT components are programmed via TDT’s visual design study, which allows processing 
components to be built in a circuit diagram format. 
 
 
Figure A3. (File: temp_RV8_methodM.rpx) Circuit diagram loaded into the RV8 microprocessor. The 

























Remember to multiply the 














































Figure A4. (File: temp_RX6_methodM.rpx) Circuits diagram loaded into the RX6 microprocessors. Once 
the RX6 has been triggered by zBus, a reference pulse is sent out through a digital output (M =1, port A1 
on a PP16) to RV8’s input port 4 (BitNum = 3, Port C4 on a PP16).  Analog Channel 1 output (Ch = 1, 
Out-1 on the face of RX6) delivers the waveform specified to PA5 attenuator, other components and in 















































































1st datapoint in Stim can NOT be a nonzero number! if it 





Analog Channel 2 output (Ch = 2, Out-2 on the face of RX6) was inserted here in the circuits 
during the design and testing phase of the project, and is not utilized at all during a real 
experiment. These Channel 2 components can be safely removed completely in the future if a 
higher sampling rate or more processing power is required.  The ―Amplitude‖ and ―Frequency‖ 
of the Tone component can be specified quickly in a Matlab program to deliver simple sinusoidal 
tones for testing; however, any waveform more complicated cannot be delivered through this 
component. 
 
The Analog Input channel (Ch = 1, In-1 on the face of RX6) samples the incoming data at RX6 
sampling rate (set at 200kHz).  During the experiment, it takes in the voltage data, representing 
sound pressure, from the monitor microphone in the ear canal.  
 
9.3.4 Time test to determine the TDT “time slop” 
 
One way to measure the relative delay time between two TDT analog input channels is to allow 
the two input channels to receive a common sinusoidal waveform and the delay time would be 
the phase difference between the two channels divided by the angular frequency.  However, this 
method of measuring the relative delay cannot be used for the microtiming setup because the 




between the RX6 and RV8, a different approach is taken.  The peak discriminator is involved to 
convert a pseudo-sinusoidal common waveform into pulses that the RV8 can receive.  The 
timing of the pseudo-sinusoidal waveform is then compared directly to the pulses to extract a 
relative delay time.  This relative delay time, conveniently, also includes the electronics delay 
time in the peak discriminator.  Thus, the ―time slops‖ in the TDT system, together with all the 
electronics delay, can be accounted for.  The procedure is described below. 
 
Matlab program: ―temp_methodM_DCP.m‖  
Matlab variable:  DELAY_RV8 
 
This Matlab program determines the delay time in the Peak Discriminator and TDT ―time slop‖, 
whose duration varies with every TDT reboot. 
 
Without any time delay in the Peak Discriminator circuitry, the peak values (local maxima) of 
the fake spikes should be exactly equal to the ―Peak‖ output of the Peak Discriminator. In 
practice, a measurable time delay exists.  This program measures this delay and stores it in a 
Matlab variable named DELAY_RV8.  Time delay value in DELAY_RV8 is subtracted from raw 
spike timing data by the Matlab programs during an experiment, before data are stored in a file. 






A spike train of 4 fake spikes is constructed from a 200Hz cosine waveform. Each spike is 
translated to around ~1 ms in duration and hence approximately mimicking the temporal features 
of an action potential.  
 
Zero pads are inserted between fake spike waveforms.  The lengths of these zero pads effectively 
simulate the interspike interval, or ISI, and the firing rates. The longer the zero pads, the longer 
the ISI and the lower the firing rate.  
 
Since the fake spike train is set up as a non-inverted spike train, this program has to be run with 
―Input Invert‖ set to ―+‖ on the Peak Discriminator. vol can be changed to -5 to simulate an 
inverted spike train in ―temp_methodM_DCP.m‖. In this case, ―Input Invert‖ on the Peak 
Discriminator must be switched to the negative position in order to register the negative spike 
train. 
 
The fake spike train is sent out through the RX6’s analog output (Out-1) and looped back to its 
analog input (In-1). RX6’s analog inputs are subject to 70 samples of ADC delay and outputs 43 





The spike train recorded by the analog input 1 (In-1) is fitted with 2
nd
 order polynomials and 
local maxima are extracted from the fitted curve.  For calculation simplicity, only the first fake 
spike is isolated from the spike train for polynomial fitting. A local maximum on the input 
waveform (which is sampled at 200kHz, or equivalently the sampling period = 5 microsecond), 
can be quickly found without aforementioned curve fitting and interpolating; however, doing so 
can increase the timing uncertainty by 5 microsecond. A local maximum can randomly appear 
one sample ahead or one sample behind. 
 
Grass pre-amplifier and P511 AC amplifier’s time delay is not included in DELAY_RV8. 
 






Figure A6. An actual output of “temp_methodM_DCP.m”. Four fake spikes are constructed. 
DELAY_RV8 is the time difference between the green dot (1
st
 Peak location in Input) and the first red 
cross (RV8 Detected Peak). The black Xs show the timings of the fake spikes corrected with the time delay, 
DELAY_RV8. 
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1 253.48 257.88 257.96 
2 253.48 257.88 257.88 
3 253.12 257.80 257.88 
4 253.40 257.96 257.88 
5 253.28 257.88 258.00 
6 253.44 257.84 257.92 
7 253.36 258.04 257.88 
8 253.36 257.92 257.84 
9 253.44 257.80 257.92 
10 253.32 257.60 257.84 
Mean 253.37 257.86 257.90 
S.Deviation 0.11 0.12 0.05 
 
Table A1. A sample of actual DELAY_RV8 values in microseconds. The values in this table are not meant 
to show the absolute system performance, but rather, a range of values typically observed. Resolution of 
RV8 is 0.04 microseconds. During an experiment, only one DELAY_RV8 value is used and no averaging 





9.4 List of frequently used Matlab programs 
 
Frequently used Matlab programs are listed below.  This list is not an exhaustive list of all the 
custom-made programs.  Some support programs and functions these main programs depend on 
are not listed here.  The support programs and functions, which usually accomplish only one task, 
are highly modular and used by many of the programs listed.  To see the dependencies of each 
program, please consult the help and the comments within each Matlab program file.  
 
To see the detailed help documentation of each progam, use the following Matlab command: 
help ―Matlab program  name‖ 
 
DCP.m is the main program that brings up the user interface for ANF recording.  Other relevant 
programs can be selected from a menu within DCP.m.  Please do not attempt to execute the 
supporting programs by themselves, as complicated dependencies are set up within DCP.m.  
(Programs whose file names contain a ―_noinit‖ suffix do not re-initialize the TDT System III 
microprocessors.  Initializing repeatedly is time consuming and unnecessary.  Also note that each 
Matlab session crashes after the TDT system is initialized 33 times.)  The programs whose file 
names begin with ―temp_plot_‖ are plotting routines and can be run after ANF data have been 





Matlab program name Function 
  
DCP *main program used to record ANF tuning curves. 
temp_methodM_DCP acquires the system time delay or the "time slop" of the TDT system 
temp_bksoundcal_DCP acquires the speaker calibration (based on "wbksoundcal.m") 
Cal2Caltable_DCP converts the calibration file to a format usable by DCP program 
plot_cal plots the calibration curve 
temp_test80db tests the acoustic system with 80 dB SPL tones 
cap_DCP acquires CAP thresholds 
search_noinit2 presents the search noise 
SR_noinit listens to the spontaneous rate of an ANF 
TC_noinit_hiSPL acquires an tuning curve 
RL_multiF_noinit acquires rate-level functions at multiple frequencies 
QCF_noinit estimates CF quickly 
temp_check_search_noise2 plays the search noise through the speaker so it can be tested 
temp_plot_search_noise_spec plots the spectrum of the search noise recorded by the microphone 
  
temp_plot2check_timing.m                           plots the microphone data along with the spikes recorded 
temp_plot_RLonTC.m                                 plots RL functions over the TC 
temp_plot_RLonTC_big_dots.m                        plots RL functions over the TC, but small dots are enlarged 
temp_plot_SPKonTC.m                                plots the speaker calibration file over the TC 
temp_plot_SPL_entireSpectrum.m                     plots the SPL recorded by the microphone 
temp_plot_SPL_entireSpectrum_forPlateauSubharm.m   
plots the SPL recorded by the microphone, tailored to be used by 
"temp_plot_plateau_subharmonics_inTC.m" 
temp_plot_SPL_entireSpectrum_forTC.m               plots the SPL recorded by the microphone, tailored for TC_noinit.m 
temp_plot_SPL_entireSpectrum_hiSPL_dB_correct.m    
plots the SPL recorded by the microphone, allowing user input for SPL adjustment in the 
spectrum 
temp_plot_manyTC.m                                 plots many TCs into one figure 
temp_plot_plateau_SPLspectrum.m                    plots the ear canal spectrum for visual inspection 
temp_plot_plateau_subharmonics.m                   plots the ear canal subharmonics levels at detected ANF plateau thresholds. 
temp_plot_plateau_subharmonics_inTC.m              plots, into an ANF TC, the ear canal subharmonics levels at detected ANF plateau thresholds. 
temp_plot_raster.m                                 plots a raster plot using spike times stored in a spike timing data file 
temp_plot_search_noise_spec.m                      plots the FFT of the search noise 
temp_plot_spike_data.m  plots the microphone data along with the spikes recorded 
  
temp_plot_ISI.m                                    plots ISI from RL data 
temp_plot_ISI_func.m                               plots ISI from RL data (function version) 
temp_plot_ISI_func_out.m                           plots ISI from RL data (function version), with outputs 
temp_plot_RL.m                                     plots RL functions 
temp_plot_RL_separatePlots.m                       plots RL functions in separate figures 




temp_plot_analyze_plateau_spikes.m                 * an interactive script that plots useful figures related to ANF plateaus 
temp_plot_periodHist.m                             plots period histograms 
temp_plot_plateau_population_metrics.m             
* finds metrics related to a ANF plateau, which is hand selected with 
"temp_plot_plateau_subharmonics_inTC.m" 
temp_plot_pstHist.m                                plots PST histogram 
temp_plot_raster_fromRL.m                          plots raster plots from RL data 
temp_plot_raster_fromRL_VS.m                       plots raster plots from RL data, with vector strength 
temp_plot_raster_sorted_fromTC.m   plots raster plots from TC data 
  
 






9.5 Selected Matlab programs used to obtain ANF tuning curves 
 
This section describes the main Matlab programs that are used to obtain ANF tuning curves.  The 
detailed and most up-to-date descriptions are embedded within the comments of the program 
files. In this section, variables within the Matlab programs are denoted by an italic font. ―File 




This program is the main control console where a menu of all available programs that can be 
performed during an experiment is shown. Only one program can be selected and executed at a 
time. Once the selected program has finished running, the control is handed back to the menu 
and another program can be selected.  Upon startup, the DCP program does the following: 
 
a) Initializes the components of the TDT system III. 
b) Looks for ―delayinfo_[today’s date].mat‖ in the current directory. 
i. ―delayinfo_[today’s date].mat‖ contains the delay time of the TDT system. On startup, 
if DCP finds a delayinfo with today’s date, it assumes the TDT system has been 




delayinfo file will be used.  If not, choice ―100 = Acquire TimeTest Info‖ needs to be 
run to get the time delay. 
c) Displays a menu of all available programs that can be run during an experiment.  Upon 
startup, choices ―100‖ to ―103‖ should be selected in sequence to acquire TimeTest delay 
time, calibrate speaker SPL, import the speaker calibration file, perform an 80 dB SPL 
test and measure the CAP. 
d) To record a tuning curve, select choice ―0=search‖ to play the search noise inside the ear 
canal of the animal, while advancing a glass electrode within the auditory nerve.  Once a 
contact is established, stop the search noise and select choice ―2=TuningCurve‖.  Other 







9.5.2 “search_noinit2.m”  
 
This program generates an acoustic search noise. The noise is a bandpass filtered white noise.  
Bandpass frequencies (low and high cut-off frequencies) can be entered by the user. The default 
cut-off frequencies are 200 Hz and 58,000 Hz.  (The exact cut-off frequencies depend on the 
closest frequencies that can be fitted during FFT computation and are determined by 
―lfcorr_nosave.m‖.)  The level of the noise is specified by the user.  
 
a) User specified parameters: 
i. No = the mean sound pressure level of the noise 
ii. Low Freq in Hz = the low cut-off frequency of the bandpass filter 
iii. High Freq in Hz = the high cut-off frequency of the bandpass filter 
b) Generation of a tone gate, which specifies how long the stimulus tone is turned on and off. 
Specification of the gate: 
i. Roughly ~50% duty cycle 
ii. 60ms of noise, including on/off ramp, 40ms silence 
iii. 10ms on ramp; 10 ms off ramp 
iv. On/off ramp: each ramp is a half period of a cosine (period = 0.02 second, 






Figure A7. Envelope of the 
search noise waveform in 
the time domain. 
 
c) Caltable, which contains speaker calibration data, is loaded into the memory 
d) Generate a white noise (not a Gaussian noise) to be used as a stimulus. (―randn.m‖: 
normal distribution, mean = 0, standard deviation = 1.) 
e) Calculate sound calibration at frequencies for which calibration data is not available: 
i. noise_calmag, or the calibration magnitude, is the SPL produced by the speaker 
with 1 V-rms driving signal. 
ii. noise_calmag at each frequency within the pass-band is calculated by linearly 
interpolating the closest two available points in Caltable. (Calibrated phase is also 
calculated, but it is not used in this program.)  



















f) Bandpass filtering:  
i. FFT of the noise waveform. 
ii. Bandpass filter the noise waveform at user specified cut-off. In the frequency 
domain, zeroing spectrum below the low-freq cutoff and above the hi-freq cutoff. 
The user-selected (or the default) cut off frequencies are approximated by 
advancing to the next available FFT frequency in the spectrum. 
iii. All points, including the mirror image, of the FFT are retained. 
iv. Inverse FFT the noise spectrum after bandpass filtering to obtain the noise 
waveform in the time-domain. 
v. Normalize the waveform so that it has a magnitude of 1V-rms.  
vi. Rescale the waveform to 10*log10(hifreq-lofreq) dB higher relative to 1 V-rms. 
(There is a frequency-dependent scaling factor, which should/might need to be 
scaled to mean_cal instead.) 1V-rms = 0 dB. hifreq and lofreq are the high and 
low cut off frequencies respectively.  
g) Shape the noise spectrum based on calibration data.  
i. FFT of the noise waveform again to get its spectrum. 
ii. Calculate the mean of calibration magnitude, mean_cal, within the pass-band. 
iii. Shape the noise spectrum with respect to the mean of calibration, mean_cal, i.e., 




iv. In other words, to compensate for the non-flatness in the frequency response, if 
the calibration magnitude is higher than the mean, the excess amount is subtracted 
from the noise spectrum. Vice versa for calibration magnitudes lower than the 
mean. Once again, calibration magnitude is the SPL produced by the speaker with 
1V-rms driving signal. 
v. Inverse FFT the resulting noise spectrum to obtain the noise waveform in time. 
vi. Scaling the waveform linearly to get to the desired sound pressure level. Scaling 
factor is (No – mean_cal); the unit is in dB. This scaling factor is converted to a 
linear unit  
h) Continuous noise generation through the speaker. The search noise can be terminated any 
time by the user by hitting the ―Quit‖ push-button in a pop-up window. 
 
Figure A8. Driving voltage 
for a 30 dB SPL noise. 
 













































i) In Laurel’s original program, the driving signal is amplified by 10, and then attenuated by 20 
dB with the attenuator so that the driving signal is big enough to be visible on a scope. 
However, this causes problems when a noise waveform of high levels (greater than ~55 dB 
SPL) is generated. Because RX6 output is limited to 10V, any driving waveform above 10V 
causes major distortions.  [MODIFICATION]: Not scaling up by 10 and attenuating by 20 
dB will allow the noise to be faithfully produced up to ~75 dB SPL. 
 
 
Figure A9. Driving voltage 
for a 75 dB SPL noise, 
which is approximately the 
highest level noise that can 
be produced without going 
over 10V output limit of 
TDT RX6.  
 
 
j) A warning is given if the driving voltage is more than TDT RX6’s output limit of 10V. 
 
  











































9.5.3 “QCF_noinit.m”  
 
This program narrows in on the characteristic frequency very quickly by doing a quick sweep of 
frequencies.  
 
a) User specified parameters: 
i. spl = the sound pressure level of the stimulus tones 
ii. Lo = lowest frequency of the frequency sweep range 
iii. Hi = lowest frequency of the frequency sweep range 
iv. Mult Step = frequency increment (multiplied) 
b) Load calibration data from file 
c) Fixing the rounding error as a result of file saving in the calibration file 
d) Correcting the requested frequency with ―lfcorr_nosave.m‖, so that it matches a FFT 
frequency in the frequency domain. 
e) For a given frequency, the level of the driving voltage may or may not exist in the 
calibration data. The correct level is determined by interpolating calibration data at this 
frequency.  




g) Generating a driving signal of this frequency with the same envelope and duty cycle as 
shown above for ―search_noinit.m‖. The driving signal is always a cosine, zero phase, 
peak = 2 V; equivalently, RMS = 1V. 
h) The next frequency of the tone presented is derived by multiplying the current frequency 
by the increment value, specified in the GUI. 
i) Plottting #spikes versus frequency. #spike is the number of spikes occurred during the 
100 ms window when the tone and the silence periods are presented.   
j) Saving the microphone data, spike timing, Sampling frequency, frequencies and the SPL 








This program plots the tuning curve for an ANF using the automatic tracking algorithm. 
 
a) Loading the calibration data from file for a particular gerbil 
b) Writing a header file 
c) Generation of a tone gate, which specifies how long the tone or the stimulus is turned on 
and off. Specification of the gate:  
i. 50% duty cycle 
ii. 50 ms of tone, including on/off ramp, 50 ms silence 
iii. 50 ms silence first and followed by 50 ms of tone 
iv. 2.5 ms on ramp; 2.5 ms off ramp 
v. On/off ramp: each is half period of a cosine, (period = 0.02 second, frequency = 






Figure A10. The shape of the tone 
envelope. 
 
Stimulus waveform of a 5 kHz tone.  
 
Zoomed-in version, showing the smooth 
cosine-shaped On-ramp. 














Envelope of the Speaker-driving Signal
2.5ms Cosine-shaped On/Off ramp









































d) win_shift = 1.25ms. This is used to compensate for the neural delay in the synapse and 
the transmission time for a nerve action potential to travel to the electrode site (Liberman, 
1978). ~1 ms has generally been used (Ruggero and Rich, 1987).  
 
Figure A11. Timing diagram 
with win_shift used to adjust for 
neural transmission and 
synaptic delays.  
 
Laurel’s original timing 
algorithm, with win_shift. For 
reference only.  This version is 
not in use. 
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e) Using Caltable data to set the attenuator, so that the speaker will generate tones at the 
calibrated sound pressure level for this stimulus tone. For a given frequency, the level of 
the driving voltage may or may not exist in the calibration data. The correct level is 
determined by interpolating calibration data at this frequency. The attenuator is set to this 
level, while the driving voltage is always the same. 
f) Tuning curve threshold criterion: 
i. tone_count = spike count during the tone ON period (50 ms) 
ii. quiet_count = spike count during the tone OFF or silent period (50ms) 
g) Counting spikes: 
i.  The raw timing (in microseconds) of each spike is used to determine whether a 
spike occurs during the silent period or the tone period. If the spike time -neural 
delay is less than 50 ms, the spike has occurred within the window corresponding 
to the silent period. 
ii. If the spike time – neural delay is more than 50 ms and less than 100 ms, the spike 
has occurred within the window corresponding to the tone period.  
iii. Spikes recorded beyond 100 ms are ignored. 
iv. (Matlab programming side note: an alternative faster and more efficient method, 
use ―find‖ instead of a ―for‖ loop!!) 
v. During each 100ms of silent and tone-On period, if the spike count is at least 1 
more during the tone-On period than the silence period,  (firing) the next stimulus 





vi. Otherwise, (considered NOT firing) the next stimulus tone will be of the same 
frequency, but 1.4 dB higher. 
vii. SPL: the initial SPL is 70 dB. The maximum initial SPL will not go beyond 80 dB 
and is set by spl_max variable.  
viii. When a ANF goes from firing to not firing with a step reduction of sound 
pressure level, the threshold is crossed.  (At this point, the next tone will go up in 
sound pressure level because of the unit not firing.) 
ix. If the same threshold is crossed 3 times by lowering the sound pressure level, the 
threshold is saved for this frequency. The next stimulus tone will go 1 step up in 
frequency. 
x. The next frequency is determined by multiplying the current frequency by the 
user specified frequency step, Mult Step.  (Note that the step size specified in 
Mult Step in the GUI is not in octave, which is 2
n
 where n is an integer.) 
h) The spontaneous rate of this fiber is calculated by spontaneous rate = spont_count / 
(spont_num)(50ms).  In other words, sp = total number of spikes occurred in the silent 
periods divided by the total accumulated duration of the silent periods.  
i) If the threshold, threshold(ifreq) , is not found for a particular frequency for 30 trials (set 
by max_reps),  the program will skip to the next frequency.  
j) Plotting the tuning curve. The information provided in the title area of the plot includes: 
CF (characteristic frequency), Thr (Threshold at CF), SP (spontaneous firing rate) 
k) cf and threshmin are saved in ―memory_TC.mat‖, which gets written over every time a 




l) Saving the tuning curve information in a ―g#u#-#.mat‖ file:  
i. Number of frequencies, 
ii. Frequency values,  
iii. Threshold at each frequency,  
iv. CF,  
v. Threshold at CF,  
vi. Spontaneous rate 
m) The tuning curve can be re-plotted later using ―TC_plot_AFTER.m‖ 
n) Saving data: thresholds, microphone, sampling frequency, spike timing, stimulus 
frequency, SPL 
